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Girls' goal

TV time-out

Murray, Calloway begin
girls' soccer'seasons

MSU Racers will appear
twice on local cable

L's turn
See page 7

See page 6
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Moviegoers in Capital
get a glimpse of Mayfield
See page 2
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Wilkinson brings Capitol to the Counties to Paducah

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Increasing
cloudiness

KENRICKY CERTIFIED CITY

Tonight: Increasing cloudiness. Low in the mid 60s. Light
wind.
Wednesday: Cloudy and mild
with a 50 percent chance of
showers. High around 80.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson heard mostly praise from western Kentuckians as he began his second Capitol to the
Counties tour in that part of the state.
A 95-year-old retired veterinarian told the
crowd during an afternoon question-and-answer
session Monday that, though he'd had his picture
taken with other governors, he was proudest of
the one with Wilkinson.
The one note of dissent, however, focused on
a subject dear to Wilkinson — rural and smallbusiness development, which he has made a
priority in his administration.
Grand Rivers businessman Chip Tullar, frus-

trated because a development project for his development arm to help furnish feasibility sturestaurant and the tourist town on Kentucky dies for projects like the one in Grand Rivers so
Lake and Lake Barkley had fallen through, the road to state, federal or private funding isn't
asked for more state help for small and strug- so rocky.
gling tourist-related businesses like his own.
The Tourism Cabinet now routes such projects
Wilkinson bristled at the suggestion that
through the state agencies that have funds for
money isn't available.. He cited initiatives such them.
Tullar said the state worked hard to help
as the state's venture-capital fund and the rural
the
project
fit the funding available — a comKentucky jobs program as proof that tourism,
small and medium businesses and job creation munity development block grant, backed by the
government, — but that it simply didn't
are "on my front burner."
Although Tullar's questions raised the hackles wfeciorekr.al
of Tourism Secretary Mary Ray Oaken as well,
she said after the session that her cabinet needs a (Cont'd on page 2)
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Collins says
school reform
shouldn't come
all at one time

WASHINGTON — President Bush is enlisting school children into
his war on drugs in a televised appeal aimed at urging young people
not to "slam the door" on their futures.
WASHINGTON — Three federal agencies are denouncing an
environmental group's campaign against the use of pesticides on food,
saying it pressures grocers to make regulatory decisions better left to
the governmeni
WASHINGTON — The Food and Drug Administration plans to
take a closer look at 11 generic drug companies where inspections
turned up serious manufacturing and record-keeping problems
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — With testimony in Jim Bakker's fraud trial
sounding like a script from "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous," witnesses described the PTL founder's lavish homes, a $5,000 Christmas
tree and a two-story, air-conditioned tree house.
NEW YORK — Nearly a decade of progress on the Scholastic Aptitude Test by female and minority youngsters stalled during the last
school year. The nation's top education official termed the results
"disheartening."

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins
says reformers should redesign
Kentucky's public education system gradually, rather than rushing
to correct all of the system's shortcomings at once.
"I'm not the most patient person
in the world, but I definitely don't
want to bite off so much that we
truly lose our effectiveness in the
classroom," Collins told the Lexington Herald -Leader.
Collins, a former teacher, watches from the sidelines as her successor, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, and
the General Assembly plan education changes of possibly unprecedented scope. As governor, Collins
ordered a special legislative session
on education.
In her first public comment on
the effort, Collins said reformers
would risk overwhelming students
and the education system if they
move too quickly.
"There's just so much money
that you can spend effectively. And
there are just so many changes or
improvements that you can make
and be effective," said Collins,
who left office in 1987.
"You can bog down the students, you can bog down the teachers and the administrators by trying
to do too much at one time," she
said.
Collins, now a private consultant
in Lexington, said her administration pursued an education policy of

STATE
FRANKFORT — Several independent school districts rank among
the best managed in Kentucky, while the worst are mainly concentrated
in Appalachia, according to a state study.
FRANKFORT — The prosecutor in the theft and influence case
against state Rep. Jerry Lundergan says the Lexington Democrat and
his brother plotted to hide their involvement in a catering contract with
the Economic Development Cabinet.
OWENSBORO — Tobacco farmers' unwillingness to meet production quotas threatens to tarnish them as unreliable producers in the
eyes of processors, who may become more reliant on imported leaf,
officials say.

SPORTS
WASHINGTON — If it were a painting, Giants coach Bill Parcells
might have stuck New York's 27-24 victory over the Washington Redskins in a closet.
MIAMI — Miami Dolphins rookie running back Sammie Smith,
hoping to play in Sunday's game at New England, today began catching up on eight weeks of work he missed during a contract holdout.
BALTIMORE — Two ingredients — in addition to Cal Ripken —
the Baltimore Orioles must have contributing if they hope to challenge
the Toronto Blue Jays to the end finally came to life — Mickey Teakton and Phil Bradley.
CINCINNATI — A federal jury is deciding whether Thomas Gioiosa intended to break the law by claiming Pete Rose's track winnings,
or whether it was merely an innocent favor for a long-time friend.
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gres en route from Hungary.
Border officials in Austria said
more than 5,700 refugees crossed
into their country with hours of
daylight left. Officials of a West
German charity running the refugee
camps in Budapest said the last bus
left Monday afternoon, leaving the
camps empty. About 7,000 East
Germans had been registered there.
A Hungarian interior Minlstry
official said 26,000 of the estimated 60,000 East Germans in

Hungary — most of them.vacationers — had returned home Monday,
but about 16,000 others had arrived
in Hungary via Czechoslovakia.
"I decided on escaping 27 years
ago, and today it worked. It's a
feeling that's just tops, just wild,"
said a 40-year-old Leipzig man
after crossing into West Germany
at Passau.
Single people, couples and fami(Cont'd on page 2)

State CHE chairman: universities must
work together to solve funding problems

INDEX
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PASSAU, West Germany (AP) West.
— Crammed into sputtering sedans
The West German newspaper
and cheering their new freedom, Die Welt reported Tuesday that
thousands of East Germans reached about 10,000 East Germans may
the West on Monday in a historic have crossed into the West on
exodus permitted by the reform- Monday on the first day of the
minded communist government in westward trek.
Hungary.
Jubilant East Germans rushed to
Hungarian officials said 16,000 telephones to tell relatives back
more East Germans had arrived in home they'd finally made it to
Hungary by way of Czechoslovaki- West Germany.
a. It was not known how many of
Bavarian officials got ready for
them might be joining the exodus further waves of East German emi-
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(Cont'd on page 2)
Staff photos by David Tuck

Thousands of East Germans take part in exodus

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — The
international effort to stabilize
the value of the dollar is in
shambles, raising the risk that
America's trade deficit will soar
as U.S. products are priced out
of overseas markets, a Washington research group says.
The Institute for International
Economics said Monday that the
Bush administration must share
in blame for the currency coordination breakdown.

About 150 Murray State students
met with representatives of 50
health-care firms at the Health
Career Day Monday afternoon at
MSU's Curris Center ballroom.
Above, nursing student Teri
Amrein of Louisville, left, talked
with Robin Karl (center) and
Deb Snider of Humana Hospital
in Louisville; at right, Bridget
Mason, left, a marketing major
from South Fulton, Tenn., spoke
with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital nurse recruiter Lisa
Rudolph. The career day was
sponsored by the MSU Office of
Coopereative Education and
Placement Services with assistance from the Department of
Nursing.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

By DAVID TUCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The chairman of the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education told
Murray State University faculty
members and administrators that
the state's universities will have to
work together to solve the problems of funding for higher
education.
Gary Cox addressed a convocation of the MSU faculty Monday
afternoon at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum auditorium.

"I have asked the legislature's
appropriations and revenue committee not to look at the problems
within the problem, but to look at
the big picture: higher education is
under-funded in Kentucky," Cox
said. "As a friend of mine said, we
have a tendency to circle the
wagons and begin shooting inward.
We need to think about unity in
higher education."
Cox added that he is well aware
of the growing stress college faculty and staff members are facing in
terms of salary conditions.

"1 know about the continuing
pressure that the faculty faces in
higher education," Cox said.
"There is a growing awareness of
the stress and pressure placed on
faculty members. We can't fight
among ourselves — that's my
appeal."
Low levels of available funding
for higher education will be a problem across Kentucky unless the
governor and legislature can generate more revenue, he concluded.
(Cont'd on

page

2)

Gary Cox
CHE Chairman
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East Germans...
(Coned from page 1)
lies with children and babies made
the journey from Hungary to West
Germany — by bus, rickety sedans
or motorcycle.
We did not really plan to come
here, but when we heard about the
opening of the (Hungarian Austrian) border, we decided this
was a chance," said 20-year-old
Volkmar Windt, who crossed into
West Germany on a small East
German-made motorcycle along
with his twin sister, Katrin.
Many refugees were cheering
and shouting as they reached
Bavaria under the blaze of television lights, while their children
played with teddy bears handed out
by relief workers. Couples kissed
in their cars.
Some tumbled out of compact
cars packed with people and
flashed victory signs after crossing
into West Germany.
It was the greatest flood of East
German refugees since 1961, the
year the Berlin Wall halted the
flow 10 the West.
Hungary's action marks the first
time a Warsaw Pact country has
aided an exodus of refugees from

Collins...
(Cont'd from page i)
"trying to take it a step at a time ..
to continually be making
improvements."
She hoped state leaders would
take the same course beyond the
current round of attempted reform,
Collins said.
"Even if by the next session of
the legislature or by April we have
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an allied communist nation. East
German leaders expressed outrage
at the Hungarian government, and
state news media accused it of
"organized smuggling of
humans."
In Moscow, the Soviet news
agency Tass condemned Western
media for what it called a "tendentious campaign" to spur illegal
East German emigration. lass also
said that foreign West German diplomatic missions illegally protect
East German refugees and supply
them with West German
documents.
Several hundred East Germans,
seeking safe passage to the West,
are now holed up in West Germany's embassy in Prague,
Czechoslovakia.
It was not known how long the
exodus of East Germans out of
Hungary would last. News reports
said the East Germans might
restrict travel to Hungary in retaliation, but the government denied the
reports.
"I have this feeling that I have
missed the last train to the West,"
a worried student in East Berlin
told The Associated Press. Other
East Berliners interviewed Monday, all speaking on condition of
anonymity, expressed the same
fear.
a program, you can't say, 'This is
it; we're finished,"' she said.
The legislature's yield in its
1985 special session included higher teacher salaries, smaller class
sizes, more money for school construction and more aid to poor
districts.
A task force of legislators and
Wilkinson appointees, aided by
several hand-picked consultants,
has now launched a top-to-bottom
examination of the school system
in three sections — finance, curriculum and governance,
The review was prompted by the
Kentucky Supreme Court, which in
June declared the system unconstitutional because of inequities
among the state's 177 school districts. The court said the General
Assembly had failed to meet its
constitutional duty to provide for
an efficient system of statewide
public schools, and it ordered lawmakers to do so.
Collins said a new education
package should include a program
to recruit potential math and science teachers, more emphasis on
early childhood education and
more ties between businesses and
schools.
She also advocated stronger
coordination of vocational education and a strategy for connecting
education and economic
development.
Wilkinson and the legislature
need to develop a master plan with
enough details to convince voters
of its worth, but enough flexibility
to allow changes as needed, Collins
said.
She also said higher education
should not be left out, although the
Supreme Court addressed elementary and high schools.

The exodus came after weeks of
talks between the two Germanys
failed. On Sunday, the Hungarian
government formally announced it
would allow all East Germans to
leave for West Germany.
It was not clear how many East
Germans would emigrate.
East German refugees arriving in
West Germany said their journey
fulfilled their dreams.
"For us there is only the future
and it will be good," said a
middle-age East German husband
and father of two children, who
would not give his name.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, during
a speech in Bremen, said that until
East Germany adopts reforms,
West Germany will be seen as a
mecca for unhappy East German
citizens.
In Washington, State Department
deputy spokesman Richard Boucher said the United States welcomed
the Hungarian action.
"We also commend Austria for
its help and support and we admire
the efforts of the Federal Republic
to offer a home to fellow Germans
seeking freedom," he said.
After crossing into the West, the
refugees lined up to register with
West German charities and border
authorities.
As parents stretched, filled out

forms or cupped hands around containers of coffee handed out by volunteers, their children lined up in
the morning mist for the teddy
bears, picture books and other
donated playthings.
But most arriving Monday opted
to drive on to relatives in cities as
far away as Hamburg, more than
350 miles from the border.
About 6,000 East Germans had
already fled to the West this summer through Hungary, which with
Poland is gradually liberalizing
while neighboring East bloc governments are resisting the freer climate fostered by Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Dr. Jim Booth, acting president
of MSU, said he is often told by
officials in Frankfort that the key
to solving faculty salary problems
is to increase class size and
decrease the number of faculty
members on the payroll, something
he is unwilling to recommend.
"In the past 5-6 years, we have
increased faculty and staff salaries
at a rate higher than the level of
state funding by cutting programs
and reallocating funds, but I don't
know how much longer we can do
this," Booth said. "Some in Frankfort said we should increase class
size and reduce faculty, something
we have traditionally opposed at
Murray State — that is a stance we
have historically chosen, and I
believe there is something to be
said for quality."
Nationally-accredited programs
such as the university's business
curriculum are also costly to maintain, but Booth said they are worth
the expense because of their drawing power to students looking for a
university.
"I'm asked about our, accreclitations, too. Do they help us attract
quality students? My answer to that
is yes, they do," Booth said. "A
third of the students at Murray
State come here because of our
nationally -accredited business
program, and we're going to maintain those accreditations."
University Vice President of
Finance and Administrative Services Ward Zimmerman said higher
education funding in Kentucky is
based on benchmarks, meaning that
the state government looks at the'
average of schools in surrounding
states instead of by checking how
the universities are funded in corn-

Two-car wreck
injures two
Murrayans, one
Almo man
An accident at the intersection of
16th and Sycamore Saturday sent
three people to the hospital,
according to a Murray Police
Department report.
Michael L. Wood, 17, Almo,
was westbound on Sycamore at
5:05 p.m. Charles D. Scott, 34,
1717 Ridgewood Dr., Murray, was
southbound on 16th. Scott's vehicle struck Wood's vehicle in the
intersection. Wood said in the
report that he did not see the light
was red until it was too late.
Wood, Scott and a passenger
with Scott, Charles J. Scott, 6,
were taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Charles J. Scott is
listed in satisfactory condition.
Wood and Charles D. Scott were
treated and released.
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Beautiful new all-suite resort. Two bedroom
suites have fully equipped kitchens, living/dining area, private balcony, Cable TV and HBO.
Swimming pool, sun deck, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis, water
sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I-95...just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida
attractions.
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The Murray Fire Department
responded to a pair of calls Monday, according to reports from the
fire department.
At 7:47 p.m. at Fashion Bug, the
heating system came on. The was a
smell of smoke in the building. The
fire department investigated, found
no fire, and turned the heat off.
At 10:36 a.m., the fire department stood by during a medivac
take-off from Stewart Stadium.

Italian
pollArs Spaghetti Special
large

aim
up.

City firemen
respond to calls

parison to their peer universities,
and that money is going to be
scarce.
"There is $35 million in funding
available for higher education next
year, and the community colleges
have asked for $12 million. That
$35 million the CHE is talking
about is going to be hard to get,"
Zimmerman said.
Viola Miller, dean of the Center
for Continuing Education at MSU,
had good news for the faculty
members. She said MSU had been
recommended for $125,000 in state
funding for off-campus programs
such as the center in Paducah,
where student enrollment is up by
100. "That translates into dollars
very quickly," Miller said.
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Yushin, Jung, and Christopher Yoo support the NICMA.

Yoo family supports
I Murray Civic Music
Supporting civic music is only natural for the Yushin Yoo family, so
the Murray Civic Music Association has their full support.
"Music has always been a big part of my life bccuase I grew up in
church," Yoo said. "It not only fills a creative need, but it helps you relax
and relieve stress."
Yoo and his family keep a busy schedule: he is the director of the
media center and professor of library science at Murray State University,
while wife Jung is a registered nurse working in the intensive care unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Son Christopher is 8, and Yushin said
he wants to provide him with musical experiences he enjoyed in his
childhood.
"One reason I support the Murray Civic Music AssociatiOn is that I
would like to give the opportunity to children to understand music
because it will contribute to their emotional development," Yoo said.
Anyone interested in joining the MCMA for the 1989-90 season can do
so by stopping this at the downtown office of the Bank of Murray during
reguloar business hours, or at the Calloway County Public Library from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Saturday.

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA
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Washington's turn
Moviegoers in nation's capital
get glimpse of Mayfield

WASHINGTON (AP) — Moviegoers got a good glimpse of Mayfield, Ky., as the film "In Country" premiered in the nation's capital, leaving residents of the
wcstern Kentucky community wondering how their town was
portrayed.
Attending the Sunday night
debut at Washington's Uptown theater was Oscar-winning director
Norman Jewison and Bruce Willis,
the movie's star.
Both said the small-town flavor
they found in Mayfield during the
filming in the summer of 1988 is
an important ingredient in what
Jewison hopes is "a moving film."
The film, which premieres in
Kentucky this Sunday, is filled
with sights of Mayfield, from the
Graves County Courthouse to the
Woolridge Monuments, a collection of statues at Maplewood
Cemetery.
Jewison and Bobbie Ann Mason,
a Mayfield native who wrote a
novel of the same name, are
--eitikeled to attend Sunday's opening of the movie in Paducah. The
film opens nationwide Oct. 6.
Local residents are eager to see
how the town is treated in the film,
said Bill Benjamin, a Mayfield
pharmacist and co-owner of Wilson's Drug Store, which is also
seen in the film.
"Some people are apprehensive,
but if it follows the book pretty
faithfully, I think it will portray
Mayfield and western Kentucky in
a realistic light," Benjamin said.
The movie follows Sam, a curious teen-age girl played by Emily
Lloyd, as she tries to learn more
about her father, who died in the
Vietnam War. She turns to her
uncle, a troubled Vietnam veteran
played by Willis.
Willis, best known as detective
David Addison in television's
"Moonlighting," said: "There is a
very unsophisticated but very dignified feel to this film. It's not a

Based on availability.
Valid 3/27 to 12/31/89.

421 S. Atlantic Ave.. New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069(904)423-8400
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Wilkinson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Oaken, who lives in Cadiz, near
Grand Rivers, said the cabinet is
still working on the project.
The Capitol to the Counties visit
continued Monday night with a

IIE

cosmopolitan film. It's about people whose values are much simpler
and tied into their families. That's
much more important Than how
much money you make."
Jewison said that making the
movie in Mayfield, Paducah and
Ballard County helped the cast and
crew capture much of the atmosphere that would have been lacking in other locations.
"By pulling the family of actors
together as a family in the Paducah
and Mayfield area, we were putting
them deeper and deeper into the
reality of Bo5bie Ann Mason's
book," Jewison said Sunday night
during a reception at the Washington Sheraton hotel. "It was that
ambiance and atmosphere that
helped create the reality on the
screen."
Jewison, whose film credits
include "Moonstruck," "Fiddler
on the Roof— and "In the Heat of
the Night," said he is looking forward to returning to Kentucky to
open the movie for what may be its
most critical audience.
"After two years of work,
you're always a little nervous when
you have to show it," he said.
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BRUCE WILLIS
...as Emmett in 'In Country'
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five-hour period for individuals and
groups to visit with Wilkinson and
members of his cabinet. The tour
goes to Henderson today.
Wilkinson and his wife, Martha,
were greeted -with standing ovations in Paducah, and the governor
did not try to cool the atmosphere
with much political talk.
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Horns of a dilemma:
pave now and pay later?
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — You
almost need a calculator to keep
up.
First, there was the $500 million
bond issue to finance a bunch of
road projects. That wasn't enough,
so it became a $600 million road
bond issue.
Then there was the $100 million
bond issue to finance a bunch of
other stuff, including an arena at an
undetermined site for a basketball
team that does not yet exist.
To paraphrase the late U.S. Sen.
Everett Dirksen, a hundred million
here, a hundred million there,
pretty soon you're talking about
real money.
And all this from a man who
abhors what he calls a credit card
mentality.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson can
make persuasive arguments for
each project included in both of
those bond issues he has proposed.
In the road issue, Wilkinson
Wants the money to, among other
things, complete sections of the
AA Highway in northeastern Kentucky and renovate much of U.S.
127 in the central and southern part
of the state.
Among the projects Wilkinson
wants to fund with the $100 million development issue are the
expansion at Standiford Field in
Louisville and that arena in northern Kentucky.
From a crass political perspective, the bond issues are awfully
attractive to legislators. Bricks,
mortar and asphalt, especially
when the state is paying for them,
are better than campaign contributions to a legislator seeking another
term.
"If a large, major highway project is in your territory, you're likely to vote for it," said Sen. Nelson
Allen, D-Greenup, whose district
would benefit from the AA Highway construction.
Even Rep. Joe Clarke, the chairman of the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee, finds
himself on the horns of a dilemma.
Clarke is the longtime watchdog of
the state treasury, but the U.S. 127
project would go smack through
the middle of his district.

"The difference between my
role as a person trying to control
the state's finances and having to
listen to my constituents will come
into play," Clarke acknowledged.
That balancing act is what many
lawmakers will be faced with come
January and the start of the 1990
General Assembly.
The 1988 legislature authorized
approximately $364 million in new
debt, including almost $100 million
for the university system and $112
million for the School Facilities
Construction Commission.
The latest Wilkinson proposals
alone would almost double the
1988 total, and more debt is almost
certain to be approved for local
school construction, university construction, prison construction,
parks construction and a host of
other pet projects the legislature
deems indispensable.
There is a rough rule of thumb
that each dollar of debt costs a
dime a year to retire. In this case,
though, dimes and dollars don't
begin to describe the dilemma.
For $700 million in new bonds,
it will likely take at least $70 million a year to pay for them —
every year for probably the next 20
years.
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We're in Kentucky now, Toto
accounts of fragile items being
transported hundreds of miles, or
isolated instances of a single object
surviving in the midst of overwhelming devastation.
Each year, Francis travels to
By
storm sites to interview survivors
Constance and to sketch the aftermath of
s. Sometimes he doesn't
Alexandert touchdown
have to go very far from home,
It used to be, that artist/sculptor since Mississippi averages more
Ke Francis discussed his work with than 300 hits a year.
curators and museum directors,
As a visiting artist at Murray
people who were schooled in State University for the past week,
esoteric topics, things like aesthe- Francis — and assorted student,
tics. "That was when my art was faculty, and community volunteers
more formal," the Tupelo, Missis- — have been creating a tornado
sippi, native explains.
sculpture, a fanciful storm shelter
in the past several years, howev- based on structures commonly seen
er, Francis' artwork has veered off in Mississippi.
that course toward a less predictThe rear doors and bumper of a
able path. Now his work reflects a junked panel truck are the core of
tornado theme, and Francis finds the piece, supplemented with other
that he is talking to different folks materials such as corrugated steel
— "regular" people, he calls them roofing and astroturf.
— when his creations are exhibited
Normally, such shelters are
in art galleries and museums.
placed in deep holes or in the bank
"Tornadoes are a great theme," of a hill, making a cavelike sanctuFrancis says. "People are pretty ary. The Francis sculpture, howevfascinated with destruction anyway. er, will sit in the center of the ClaAnd everyone who's ever been ra M. Eagle Gallery from Wednesthrough a tornado has stories to day through 24th.
tell. They're the Paul Bunyan tales
Besides its three-dimensional
of the south," he concludes.
character, the newly created art
Francis collects tornado narra- work has a narrative element. A
tives as fuel for his art. He likes video recorder will play an endless
the stories because they stretch the loop of tornado stories Francis has
limits of belief with fantastic collected over the years.
A

Main
Street

One of the tales tells of a grocery store in southern Alabama,
utterly demolished in a tornado. An
enamel food counter, however, had
been moved to the center of the
street outside the store without disturbing the jars of pigs feet sitting
on top of it.
Another fantastic yarn is about a
cast-iron wash pot that was turned
inside-out after a storm — with its
legs on the inside too.
The most poetic tornado anecdote recalls a four-month search by
an Alabama woman for her wedding band. Every night of her married life, the woman had placed her
ring on a nail on the back of the
same door in her house. When the
storm rampaged through, her home
was demolished, and her husband
killed. The distraught widow
became obsessed in her search for
the ring, her only memento of her
spouse. After months of scouring
the countryside, she found the door
in an old oak tree, with the ring
still securely pegged on its nail.
Such examples illustrate the
mystical transformations wrought
by tornadoes, a motif that dominates Ke Francis' art. The artist
also believes that hope is inherent
to the tornado experience, and this
concept is reflected in the title of
the entire exhibition of his work at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery:
"Reconstruction."

Besides the installation piece —
the shelter sculpture — other twoand three-dimensional works by Ke
Francis are displayed in the gallery.
Assorted students and interested
members of the community have
been welding, measuring, hammering, and sawing as the large tornado shelter sculpture is assembled.
Some participants show up out of
sheer curiousity, while others are
interested
honing some of their
own artistie skills.
Lynn Pesoat Warren, a graduate
of MSU's art program and functional designer, has been one of the
loyal volunteers. Mother of three
small children. Ms. Warren says
she is interested in setting up her
own woodshop, and working with
Francis is good experience for her.
"Plus," she admits, "I needed to
find out if there is life after
babies."
The new sculpture will be presented to the public on Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. The public is invited to
attend the opening, and to stay for
a slide show/lecture by Ke Francis
about his work.
The gallery is located on the 4th
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building on the Murray State University campus — on the corner of
15th and Olive Streets in Murray.

In the case of the road projects, a
$600 million bond would require
$60 million a year to retire. That's
nearly double the amount Wilkinson took from the Road Fund each
year of this biennium to pay for
state police activities because there
wasn't enough money in the General Fund.
"How the hell far are we going
to go borrowing money to build
things when we can't pay our bills
now?" Clarke ,asked last week.
Wilkinson administration officials protest that their bonds are
not the same as the buy-now-paylater mentality that was the case in
the bonds issued by the administrations of Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and her predecessors.
But the fact is that, depending on
the timing of the sale of the proposed bonds, Wilkinson could end
his term without ever having to
make a payment on them.

Letter to the editor
Bridge now open

Road signs confusing
To The Editor,
The work on the bridge/railroad/
highway over Clark's River has
been going on for a week now and
the traffic still piles up, baffled to
learn that the road is closed 500
feet ahead, and turns back to seek
another way to town. There are
other roads — a mile. two miles,
three miles back South — but there
are no signs to warn the motorist
that he will be halted and turned
back at the River. Ironically, there
is one sign which may be seen after
you turn back. This arrogant disregard for the public on the part of
the road crew making the repairs is
matched only by the blatant unconcern of local and state officials
who have not bothered to put up
warning and directing signs. The

city has at least erected detour
signs at the junction of 121 South
and Glendale Road but they would
be of very little help to an out-ofstate driver passing through
Murray.
The inconvenience and extra
expense of driving twice as far to
get to Murray may not be too high
a price to pay, but the confusion
could be easily relieved by putting
up signs at all the roads in the
county on 121 South of the Bridge
over Clark's River.
Henry A. Buchanan
Route 4, Box 332
Murray, Ky. 42071
Editor's note: The railroad crossing on Ky. 121 has been repaired
and the road was opened for traffic
late Monday morning.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bryan Tolley was presented a
Lion blanket as only charter member still in Murray Lions Club at
the 40th anniversary event at Calloway County High School last night.
Florence Hudspeth was sworn as
a new member of Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board yesterday. She
replaces Chester McCuiston who
died June 20.
Debbie Gail Blakely and Kary
Dean Lampkins were married
recently at West Fork Baptist
Church.
Calloway County High School
Students Mark McCallon and Mike
Cooper attended Kentucky Forestry
and .Environmental Youth Camp at
Lake Cumberland 4-H Center in
Russell County.
Twenty years ago
The deed for purchase of 72.09
acres by R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc.,
has been recorded in the office of
Calloway County Court Clerk Douglas Shoemaker. A new plant wild
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Today In History
be located there.
Pfc. Keith Wilcox Curd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Curd Sr., is now
serving with U.S. Army in
Vietnam.
Kent McCuiston, Calloway
County 4-H Club member, presented a lesson-demonstration on
"Appliances" at a meeting of
Purchase Area Homemakers Club.
Thirty years ago
Plans are continuing for an airport for Murray and Calloway
County. Board members are Buford
Hurt, Z.C. Enix, H. Glenn Doran,
George Hart, Bill Thurman, Hugh
Oakley and Verne Kyle.
Army Pvt. Thomas L. Wyatt has
completed eight weeks of military
police training at Fort Gordon, Ga.
An informal open house will be
Sept. 13 at new Student Union
Building at Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilcox and
son visited Mammoth Cave National Park and other points of interest
in Kentucky over the Labor Day
holiday.
Annetta Churchill, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Churchill, is
now attending Township Junior
College, Belleville, Ill.
Forty years ago
A feature story on Alice Waters
on her 81st birthday is published. It
was written by Boyd Wear. Miss
Waters is a retired missionary to
China.
Eugene Garland, Bobby
McDougal, Jack Mayfield and Dan
Shipley, members, and Bobbie
Grogan, advisor, of Murray Training School Chapter of Future Farmers of America are attending
Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lee Maxey
and son, Joe Lee, of Esther, Mo.,
have been the guests of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathcy.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Roberts.
and son, Charles, and Amos Burks
attended Illinois State Fair at
Duquoin last week.

Today is Tuesday. Sept. 12, the 255th day of 198* There are 110 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 12, 1609, English explorer Henry Hudson sailed into the river
that now bears his name.
On this date:
In 1814, the Battle of North Point was fought near Baltimore during the
War of 1812.
In 1880, author and journalist H.L. Mencken was born in Baltimore.
In 1888, entertainer Maurice Chevalier was born in Paris.
In 1913, Olympic legend Jesse Owens was born in Danville, Ala.
In 1918, during World War I, U.S. forces led by Gen. John J. Pershing
launched an attack on the German-occupied St. Mihiel salient north of
Verdun, France.
In 1938, in a speech in Nuremberg, Adolf Hitler demanded selfdetermination for the Sudeten Germans in Czechoslovakia, a demand that
would lead to Nazi occupation of the Sudetenland.
In 1943, during World War II, German paratroopers took Benito Mussolini from the hotel where he was being held by the Italian government.
In 1953, Massachusetts Sen. John F. Kennedy married Jacqueline Lee
Bouvier in Newport, R.I.
In 1960, Democratic presidential candidate John F. Kennedy confronted
the, issue of his Roman Catholic faith by telling a Protestant group in
Houston, "I do not speak for my church on public matters, and the church
does not speak for me."
In 1974, Emperor Haile Selassie was deposed by Ethiopia's military,
after ruling for 58 years.
In 1977, South African black student leader Steven Biko died while in
police custody, triggering an international outcry.
In 1983, the Soviet Union vetoed a UN Security Council resolution
deploring the downing of a Korean jetliner by a Soviet jet fighter on Sept.
In 1987, Democrat Joseph Biden's presidential bid began to unravel
with reports he had borrowed passages of a speech by British politican
Neil Kinnock without attributing the source.
Ten years ago: Hurricane Frederic struck the central Gulf Coast at
Mobile, Ala., with winds of 130 mph, resulting in at least one death and
S2.3 billion in damage. Carl Yastrzemski of the Boston Red Sox got his
3,000th hit during a game with the New York Yankees.
Five years ago: Pope' John Paul 11, continuing his tour of Canada,
blessed the fishermen of the province of Newfoundland and delivered an
indictment of modern economies that failed to put, in his words, "people
over things."
Today's Birthdays: Actress Linda Gray is 49. Singer Maria Muldaur is
46. Singer Barry White is 45.
Thought for Today: "All successful newspapers are ceaselessly querulous and bellicose. They never defend anyone or anything if they can help
it: if the job is forced upon them, they tackle it by denouncing someone or
something else." — H.L. Mencken (1880-1956).
— Sy The Antedated Press
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DATEBOOK
Tennis play on Thursday

Michael Proctor, senior quarterback for Murray State University Football Team, will speak Wednesday, Sept. 13, at 6 p.m. for the Youth
Department at St. John Missionary Baptist Church. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Sept. 14, at 8:30 a.m. at the club courts. The pairings are as
follows: Court I - Lois Keller, Alice Rouse, Judy Mastera and Martha
Andrus; Court 2 - Lynn Dowdy, Frances Hulse, Peggy Billington and Kay
Mack; Court 3 - Marilyn Adkins, Sue Overbey, Sharon Wells and Renee
Wynn. Substitutes will be Norma Frank and Mug Rigsby.

Harris Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Sept. 13, at 10
a.m. at Ellis Center with Marie Hicks and Grace James as hostesses.
Visitors and interested persons are welcome. On July 20, the 13 members
and
one visitor, Patsy St9y, met for lunch at Sirloin Stockade with Katherine
Ray giving the devotion. Officers for 1989-90 are Margaret Taylor, president; Anna Lou Jones, vice president; Gene Wrather, secretary; Mary Bell
Jones, treasurer; Katherine Ray, cultural arts.

Seniors plan fall bazaar
Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens' Fall Bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 4, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis Community Center. Anyone
interested in selling new handmade articles or donating articles to the
white elephant table, please contact Verona Grogan at 753-4978 or
753-0929 by Sunday, Oct. 15.

Club to meet at Butterworth home
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Sept.
13, at .1:30 p.m. in the home of Martha Butterworth. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend. Special projects and lessons are
being planned for the new year. The club held its annual summer picnic at
Murray-Calloway County Park. The June meeting was, at home of
Imogene Paschall with Clovis Jones and Jane Key as cohostesses. Freda
Humphreys gave a lesson on "Strengthening Your Self Discipline."

Food Festival now in progress
American Heart Association's Food Festival is being held this week,
Sept. 10-16. Persons may stop by Kroger, Piggly Wiggly or Owen's Food
Market on Friday, Sept. 15, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for nutrition information, sampling of low-fat foods and register for free giveaways including
the new American Heart Association's low-fat, low-cholesterol cookbook.

Choir enrollment party planned
First Baptist Church Music Ministry will have its Enrollment Party for
its choirs for children, age 3 through Grade 6, on Wednesday, Sept. 13, at
6:30 p.m. Parents are asked to bring their children tcPtheir regular choir
room. Thyey will be enrolled at this time and will be able to participate in
some "Sun-Shiney" music games. Later the children will be led to the
Fellowship Hall where more games and refreshments will take place. All
parents are asked to meet upstairs in the Fellowship Hall during the
enrollment party for a brief meeting with music and missions leaders,
according to Steve Littlefield, minister of music.

Oaks votes on renovation
The membership of the Oaks Country Club at a special called meeting
voted to renovate the swimming pool and pave the cart paths on the golf
course. Danny Woods, president, said work is expected to be started next
week.
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Hospital gives reports

Proctor will speak Wednesday

Harris Grove meeting planned

Wedding to be Sept. 30 I

Don Middleton and Mrs. Sharon Douglas of Marion, Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Gaye
Middleton, to Robert Glenn Warren, son .of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Warren
of Hardin.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Sept. 30, at 1:30
p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Pottertown Club plans meeting
Pottertown Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Sept. 13,
at
a.m. at Boston Tea Party at Holiday Inn. All members and interested 10
persons are invited. The group held a recent luncheon at Kenlake
Hotel.
Attending were Mary E. Moore and husband, Les, Lottie Hurt and
husband, Hugh, Christine Colloins, Mary Hopson, Louise Short, Anita Purvis
and Lavine Carter.

Seniors' day will be Saturday
Senior citizens will have their own special day at TVA's Land Between
the Lakes (LBL) national recreation area on Saturday, Sept. 16. All visitors 62 or older will be given free admission to all educational facilties,
including Empire Farm, Golden Pond Visitor Center Theater, The
Homeplace-1850, and Woodlands Nature Center. Empire Farm, Woodlands Nature Center and the visitor center theater will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. The Homeplace is open from 9 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. All visitors 61 and under will be charged normal visitation fees.

YMCA plans overnight event
The Family YMCA will host an overnight for boys and girls in Grades
1 to 5 on Friday, Sept. 15, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at MSU Can Health
Building. Participants are asked to pre-register by calling the YMCA at
759-YMCA. A variety of games and activities including swimming, bowling, a movie and snack will take place throughout the evening as well as a
breakfast of donuts and juice in the morning. Participants are asked to
bring a swim suit, towell and sleeping bag. For more information, call the
Family YMCA at 759-YNICA(9622).

Cunningham event Saturday
William Wallace (Sir) Cunningham Reunion and Cemetery Cleaning
will be Saturday, Sept. 16, at the home of Mrs. Tylene Clark on Parkview
Road, Cadiz, near Rock Castle. This is a Cunningham reunion. All Cunninghams regardless of kin are invited as well as friends. Each one should
bring a covered dish for the noon meal.

Bradley Farris Champine born
Mr. and Mrs. Steven L. Champine of Orlando, Fla., are the parents of a
son, Bradley Farris, weighing six pounds seven ounces, measuring 18
inches, born on Thursday, Aug. 24, at Orlando Regional Medical Center
there. The mother is the former Melissa A. Farris. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Tremon Farris of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Champine of
Puryear, Tenn.

Oliver wins Oaks tournament
The ladies of Oaks Country Club held their fall golf tournament on
Saturday, Sept. 9. Winners were as follows: Championship flight - Vickie
Oliver, first, Irene Woods and Sue Wells, tied for second, Shirley Wade
and Joan Honefanger, low net; First flight - Bronda Parker, first, Nancy
Rogers, second, Debbie Ray and Linda Oliver, low net; Second flight Hazel Beale, first, Crystal Parks, second, Mary C. Lamb and Melva
Hatcher, low net.

Oaks' winners are released
A Labor Day Golf Scramble was held Sept. 4 at Oaks Country Club.
The winning team with a score of 57 was composed of Bill Abbott, Pam
Williams, Joey Williams, Dalton Noel, Jim Morris, Tom Maxwell and
Mike Johnson.

Optimists work at park
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I Should Have Stopped At Italian Village

Pictured are members of Murray Optimist Club working on putting
concrete work in the dugouts at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
The work was completed through the thanks of Murray Optimist
Club and Happy Bynum's crew. All dugouts are now concreted. The
work was completed earlier this year prior to the baseball season
starting.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Murray;
tal has released the dismissals for
Keith D. Elkins, Rt. 1, Benton;
Friday, Sept. 8. No newborn admis- Mrs. Iva D. Stone, 417 Seventh St.,
sions were listed.
Fulton; Mrs. Marshal L Blackwell,
Dismissals
Rt. 5111, Clifty Village Rd., Paris,
James R. Cash, Box 7, Fancy Tenn.;
Farm; Mrs. Lagena Jo Richard and
Ms. Carol J. Kent, Rt. 2, box 62,
baby girl, 1604 Catalina, Murray; Big Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Pamela
Miss Shea B. Bush, RL 2, Box I81, Jones and baby girl, Rt. 6, Box
Paris, Tenn.;
116, Mayfield; Mrs. Lisa M.
Mrs. Diana M. Guthrie and baby Chase, Rt. 6, Box 167, Huntington,
boy, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Norma M. Tenn.;
Karnes, Rt. 1, Box 243, Kirksey;
Rollie Sumner, RL 3, Box 87K,
Mrs. Rosie M. Lee, 1601 College Murray; Mrs. Thelma Hargrove,
Farm Rd., Murray;
Rt. 1, Box 480, Dexter; Mrs. Anna
Mrs. Kristina M. Brannon and
P. Stahler, 1506 Belmont Dr.,
baby girl, RL 2, Box 327, Puryear, Murray;
Tenn.; Hall A. Freeland, 1517
David M. Smith, Rt. 3, Box 105,
Glendale, Murray;
Murray; Mrs. Rachel Wilson, P.O.
Miss Eva E. McDougal, 1016 Box 133, Hazel; Miss Crystal M.
Sharp St., Murray; James C. Hen- Price, 303 South 11th St., Murray;
don, 1288 Old Dover Rd., Cadiz;
Robert Leonard Crawford
Mrs. Mildred R. Barber, 714 Poplar (expired) Box 481, Murray.
St., Murray;
Mrs. Relma Copeland, Rt. 1,
One newborn admission and disBox I, Almo; Mrs. Ethel P. Bailey, missals at Murray-Calloway CounRL 1, Box 87, Murray;
ty Hospital for Sunday, Sept. 10,
Mrs. Jessie Holmes (expired) have been released as follows:
1413 Walnut St., Benton.
Newborn admission
Vowell baby boy, mother, KimFour newborn admissions and
berly Cantrell, 501 Olive St.,
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Murray.
County Hospital for Saturday, Sept.
Dismissals
9, have been released as follows:
Mrs. Mary Ann Clark, 801 South
Newborn admissions
16th St., Murray; Albert Deas ElkLemonds baby boy, parents, ins, RL 1, Box 136B, Murray;
Rebecca and Charles, Rt. 1, Box
John E. Miller, Rt. 2, Box 384,
291, Paris, Tenn.;
Calvert City; Isaac A. Page, HC
Hudson baby girl, parents, TereBox 327, New Concord;
sa and Layton, Rt. 3, Box 237,
Mrs. Nora Goodgion (expired)
Murray;
1624 Fanner- Ave., Murray.
Fitzgerald baby girl, mother,
Jannette Stockdale, 426 Lankford,
One newborn admission and disParis, Tenn.;
missals at Murray-Calloway CounWilson baby girl, parents, Audra
ty Hospital for Monday, Sept. 11,
and Barry, P.O. Box 78, Bumpus
have been released as follows:
Mills, Tenn.
Newborn admissions
Dismissals
Ross baby girl, parents, Molly
Mrs. Sharlotte Newell, Rt. 2, and Pat, Rt. 1, Box 492, Dexter.
Box 259, Eddyville; Scott D. Hill,
Dismissals
RL I, Box 140, Camden, Tenn.;
Miss Jannette Stockdale and
Mrs. Wende L. Holzschuh and
baby girl, 426 Lankford, Paris,
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 201C,
(Cont'd on page 5)

Free Adult Reading Program will
begin Sept. 21 at Christian Church
A free Adult Reading Program
will be offered to anyone who
wants to learn to read or improve
their reading skills.
The fall group tutoring session
will begin Thursday, Sept. 21, from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at First Christian
Church educational building, 1 1 I
North Fifth St., Murray.
Students work individually with
a tutor at these sessions or at a time
and location convenient for the student and tutor.
Students may study on any level
from first to 12th grades, and anyone 16 years of age or older not
enrolled in a public school is
eligible.
The fall group sessions will continue to meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays through Nov. 16. The
sessions will begin again in
January.
The program is sponsored by
Murray City Schools and the
Department of Education. All
books and materials are furnished
free of charge and there is no cost
to the student for the course.
A tutor training session will be
held Tuesday, Sept. 19, at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church. Anyone
wanting to be a tutor must be 18
years of age or older and have

either a high school diploma or
equivalency.
.
Claire Resig is coordinator of the
Adult Literacy Program. Anyone
who would like to enroll in the
program as a student or as a volunteer tutor should call 753-1993 or
the Murray City Schools Superintendent's office, 753-4363.

Dale Leys to exhibit
drawings at Gallery
Dale Leys, associate professor in
the Department of Art at Murray
State University, has accepted an
invitation to exhibit some of his
drawings Sept. 14-Oct. 14 at the
Triangle Gallery in Lexington.
Sponsored 'by Heike Picket of
the gallery, the exhibit will feature
works by artists from Kentucky
and the surrounding area.
Leys earned the B.F.A. degree at
the Layton School of Art and
Design and the M.A. and M.F.A.
degrees at the University of Wisconsin. He has been a member of
the Murray State faculty since
1977.
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MHS Academic
teams winners
The Murray High School
Academic Team traveled to Lone
Oak for a quick recall match with
Fulton County and Lone Oak on
Monday.
The Murray varsity team beat
Lone Oak 27-9 and Fulton County
45-1. The Murray Junior varsity
team defeated Lone Oak 17-10 and
Fulton County 25-5.
Scott Grodon, Scott Rose, Andy
Vaughn, Leigh Ann Caner, James
Chu and Tom Thurman played on
the varsity team.
The teams are coached by Lloyd
Hasty.
Their next match will be Monday, Sept. 18, against Mayfield and
Hopkinsville.

Orr family holds reunion
The Charles Orr Family met for
a reunion at the home of Ewell and
Velma Love Orr, Paris, Tenn., on
Sunday, Aug. 6.
Those attending were Mrs. Exic
Paschall of Murray, Beverly and
Bob Quinn, Richardson, Texas, and
Rex Paschall of Overland Park,
Kan. Mrs. Paschall is a daughter of
the late Charles Orr.

Tue
Murray S
will have al
at 7 D.m. ii
information

Also attending were Lottie and
George Pittman of Akron, Ohio,
Steve and Robin Pittman of Canton, Ohio, and Don and Georgia
Miller, Copley, Ohio. Mrs. Pittman
is also a daughter of the late Charles On.
Mrs. Carolyn Guthrie, Lynda and
C.J. Holland, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Orr, Hazel, Karen and Sally
Shekell and John Rust, Paducah,
were also there. Carolyn Guthrie
and Karen Shekell are daughters of
the late Elisha Orr, a son of Charles Orr. Mrs. ELizabeth Orr is the
widow of Hafford Orr, also a son
of Charles Orr.
Lynnet and Jerry McElroy along
with their children, Michael and
Christie, Paris, Tenn., and Randy
and Marcie On, Memphis, Tenn.,
also attended. Lynnet and Randy
are the children of Ewell On. who
is also a son of the late Charles
On.
Unable to attend were Lillian
Page, Murray, daughter of Charles
On, and Johnnie On, Hazel, and
Jeanette Moody, Paris, Tern Johnnie and Jeanette are children of the
late Hafford Orr.
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Community events listed
Tuesday, Sept. 12
Murray State University Theatre
will have auditions for "Godspell"
at 7 o.m. in Johnson Theatre. For
information call 762-4421.

Wednesday, Sept. 13
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens. Meals
will not be served today.

Murray High School Tiger Soccer Team will host Reidland at
5:30 and 7 p.m.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
Michael Proctor will speak at 6
p.m. for Youth Department of St.
John Missionary Baptist Church.

Artist and Weaver Philis AlviL
will give special programs from 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.

Organizational meeting for a
stroke support group will be at 12
noon in third floor education unit
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Parents and Twos will meet at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours will be
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. with
theme of "Bubbles" at Calloway
County Public Library.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
"Saturday Night Live" lecturer
Doug Hill will speak at 7:30 p.m.
in Curris Center theater at Murray
State University. Admission is free.
Introduction to Aviation will be
at 7 p.m. in Room 152, Business
Building, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4150.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass at 8 a.m.,
and bingo at 7 p.m.
GED classes will be at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County High School
(west entrance).
Wednesday, Sept. 13
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Pacers at 9:30 a.m. and
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn; Harris
Grove at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center;
South Pleasant Grove at 1:30 p.m.
at home of Martha Butterworth.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in hospice office,
first floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Goshen United Methodist
Church at Stella from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Kirksey United Methodist
Church from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
School pictures will be taken
from 8:25 to 11:30 a.m. at Murray
High School.
Video Teleconference will be
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4159.
Murray State University Racer
volleyball team will play Southern
Indiana at 7 p.m. in north gym of
Can Health Building.
Artist Lecturer Ke Francis will
discuss his work and processes at
7:30 p.m. in Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. A reception
will follow. Admission is free.
Senior Citizens' Golf League is
scheduled at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10.:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at

SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley Johnson

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business meting, Youth Bible Study and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include mid-week service and
Youth Group at 7 p.m., and Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
Bible Study will be at 9:30 a.m.
at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Events 11 First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:20
p.m., and Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Activities for
four-year-olds to fifth grade at Parish Center, Mass at 7 p.m.; Inquiry
Class at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Klaymata Fellowship and Music and Missions
Enrollment at 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir at 7:45 p.m.

United Methodists
talk about poverty
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
"Our children are growing poorer
while our nation is growing
richer," Beverly Jackson told
15,000 United Methodists seeking
action to alleviate child poverty.
Ms. Jackson of the Children's
Defense Fund said the nation's security "teeters atop an overstocked,
overpriced suicidal arsenal" while
$40 billion has been cut from programs for poor children since 1980.

Edward Shephard is pictured working in the N an while delkering
Meals-on-Wheels for silver citizens.
The words, gypsy or vagabond,
could be applied to today's subject
but these wouldn't really describe
him. Perhaps rambler would be
more appropriate. His rambling
adventures had much more purpose
than even this word implies. The
number of places where he has
lived and worked roll off his
tongue in rapid succession.
A man of many talents from
many places read about Murray in
1975. He had seen an advertisement in the Arizona Highways
magazine and purchased two lots
on Kentucky Lake. Having gone
through four heart attacks in 1977,
he was not to return to Murray
until 1979.
The variety of locales where
Edward Shephard has been include
Pompano Beach, Ft. Lauderdale,
Sarasota and Bradenton, Fla.;

Muskegon, Mich.; Phoenix, Ariz.;
Glen Canyon Dam; Ft. Wayne,
Ind., -to mention but a few.
Mr. Shephard's expertise, as an
experimental machinist,lended
itself to Continental Motors, Lockheed Aircraft-Nuclear Division,
and in 1967-68, he worked on the
guidance system for the Moon
Stitt.
Of all the places, he has spent
more of his life in Michigan than
anywhere else. His late wife was
from Dyersburg, Tenn.
It is just about impossible to add
up all the states where he has lived.
But the experiences everywhere
count immeasurably in what he
shares with Silver Citizens in this
area.
After the return to Murray in
1979 and building a house on the
Lake, he and his wife started vol-

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Tenn.; Miss Heather Huber, 2335
Village Dr., Louisville;
Mrs. Cynthia Anderson, Rt. 8,
Box 695, Murray; Mrs. Audra Wilson and baby girl, P.O. Box 78,
Bumphus Mills., Tenn.;
Mrs. Rebecca Lemonds and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 291, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Susan Boeschel, Rt. 1, Box
355, Murray;
James Curd, Rt. 3, Benton; Stanley Dennis, Rt. 1, Box 752, Dexter;
Robert Keel, P.O. Box 415, Dover,
Tenn.;
rs. Lucy Farmer, 1608 Sycamore
St., Murray; Hubert Dowdy, 506
South Seventh St., Murray;
George Heavrin (expired) Rt. 1.
Box 328, Springville, Tenn..

Catholic priests declinin
NEW YORK'(AP) — Reflecting
the shrinking supply of Roman
Catholic priests, new statistics of
the Brooklyn Diocese show that a
rapidly growing number of parishes
have only one priest.
Monsignor Douglas L. Brown,
diocesan secretary for clergy personnel, says the number of singlepriest parishes rose from 39 in
1983 to 41 in 1985 to the current
50 parishes.
That's nearly a fourth of the total. Five of them had five priests in
1983.
Now none of the 196 parishes
staffed by diocesan priests have
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unteering on the Meals-on-Wheels
program in July of 1984. Now
employed by us, he works with
Roy Gresham everyday. Some days
the job involves 6 to 8 hours. The
re-juggling of the schedule when
the van got sick, has involved
many more hours for all of those
involved in the efficient delivery of
the 200 meals each day.
Mr. Shephard, along with all of
the other committed people we
have, has consistently devoted
many dedicated ',lours.
Has this columnist ever mentioned anyone who does not feel a
satisfaction for participating in our
programs of service to others.
This is one element that Silver
Profiles wishes to reinforce at each
writing. It does not matter whether
an individual is a volunteer or on
salary. The words may be the
same, the devotion to committment
is the same, but we encompass a
wide variety of backgrounds in
delving into the lives of whose we
profile.
Mr. Edward Shephard is yet
another of the unique individuals
who is inspired to help others. He
says it gives him a great sense of
satisfaction. No matter what the
weather or the inevitable problems
with mechanical conveniences, he
feels good about helping others and
about himself.
It is this writer's pleasure to be
able to write of those who enhance
the quality of the lives of others.

Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as follows: Wesleyan with Marjorie
Crass, Hannah with Annette Owen,
and Ruth Wilson in church parlor,
all at 7:30 p.m.

Mid-week supper will be at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.

Calloway County High School
Laker Soccer Team will play at
Caldwell County at 5 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will inclvle Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir rehearsal at 4:15 p.m.; Youth
Club at 5 p.m.; Staff-Parish meeting at 7 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.

Southwest Calloway Elementary
School PTA will have its annual
potluck at 6:30 p.m. at school.
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will have a potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. at the home of Dr. Marian
Fuller.

Wedn;sday, Sept. 13
Homeplace-1850 and Camper's
Fair at Piney Campground
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that many on staff. "Today there
are two priests who are staffing
two parishes each," Brown says.

BEAUTY FOR TODAY'S
CHRISTIAN WOMAN
Saturday, Sept. 16th
9:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
(Hi,prvations

Required by Thursday, 19 p.m.

First Baptist
203 s 1th
Church

753-1854
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Sports
Vincent to be new commissioner
Wrangler
Daniel T. Parker
Appearances can be deceiving where girls' soccer is
concerned.
"They just look so pretty and sweet — then they go
out there," Murray High School girls' soccer coordinator Patsy Oakley said of the girls' spirited play during
Monday afternoon's season opener between Murray and
Calloway County (see related story).
Season opener? Girls' soccer?
As we said, appearances can be deceiving. Girls' soccer isn't
a
sport — at least, it isn't as far as the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association is concerned.
It is a sport, however, as far as,the girls and coaches of Calloway and Murray High are concerned. So, even though it doesn'
t
"count" in the eyes of the KHSAA, two groups of girls —
the
only two groups in the state west of Bowling Green — work
just
as hard in practice and play just as hard in the games as their
male counterparts.
After all, what else do they have to do?
"Here, we have nothing," Calloway girls' soccer
coach Kathy
Newton said, noting that girls' volleyball is played in
some areas
of the state (mostly Louisville) to provide autumn exerci
se
students. Other schools field cross-country teams, a sport for girl
which has
lived and died and lived and died again in schools
in this area.
Girls have basketball in the winter and a fairly wide
spring sports to choose from, but no autumnal athleti array of
cs associated
with state championships and school colors.
It may never happen, Newton says, holding a letter
from KHSAA assistant commissioner Louis Stout in which the
details of the
latest vote among member schools were given.
It was, to be blunt, voted down badly. "We still don't
have
enough support," Newton said, noting that the fourth
survey taken
about sanctioning the sport fell far short of the numbe
r needed for
the KHSAA to approve it.
According to the letter, 25% of the KHSAA member school
s
must vote for the sport to be approved, and 15% of the
schools
must then field a team. The votes just aren't there, Newto
n said.
"We have 32 teams (already competing as a 'club' sport),
" Newton
said. "We need something like 72."
While the support from the state's schools may not be
forthcoming, girls' soccer in this area does have the popular vote,
both
coaches said. Their comments were backed up by a good-s
ized
crowd at Monday's game at North Calloway, a crowd which
contained the usual parents but also, as MHS coach Tracy Duck
noted, "We had all of our (soccer team member) boys out
there."
The parents supporting the two school programs — each of
which has been in existence for three years — also see
summer
duty as soccer parents through the Murray-Calloway County
recreational soccer league, which put a feather in its cap this
past summer by hosting the state tournament for girls' 14-under teams.
"We have this thanks to the fine recreational leagues,"
Oakley
said. "They're the ones who started this out; the girls have
wonderful skills they've developed thanks to the efforts of
other
coaches."
"The recreational league is a fine feeder system," Newto
n said.
Meanwhile, soccer serves as a good sport for young athlete
s to
become involved in thanks to two factors: conditioning
and democratic competition.

4

"In other sports. only the strong survive," Newton said. "In soccer, every kind of player can contribute, and it is so aerobi
c —
it's a fine lead-in sport to other activities." Newton's knowledge
of
sports isn't confined to soccer. Her husband, Steve, coaches a
little
round-ball at the university down the road from Calloway Count
y
High School and sons Harv, Jay and Royce were or are involv
ed
in basketball.
Both Murray and Calloway hope to extend their programs
—
Calloway is playing some Tennessee teams this year and Murra
y
hopes to extend their schedule next year — but hopes of seeing
girls' soccer teams from other area high school
s are dim at
present.
"Maybe at Marshall or Paducah," Oakley said. "They
have strong
recreational programs that would be a good feeder
program."
Marshall County also has, if they want it, the right
to
about being a pioneer in girls' soccer. In 1982, Jennife brag
r Coe
began playing with the Marshals' boys' soccer team,
quickly
became a starter and one of the team's leading scorers
, then
became the first girl from western Kentucky to land
a soccer
scholarship, joining the University of Louisville Lady
Cardinals.
That, however, doesn't help the growth of girls' soccer teams.
Oakley noted that systems such as Marshall or Paducah will
have
the occasional girl who is too good to be denied, who will
play
on the boys' team, who will graduate and then be forgott
en. The
soccer-playing girls who accompany or follow that girl will
still
not have the opportunity to compete against other high school
girls' teams.
They will have that opportunity at Calloway and Murray,
both
coaches feel. "We're going to be around for a while," Oakley
promised.
• • •
We took newspaper space recently to acknowledge the
10th
anniversary of ESPN, that cable channel which brings
you college
football and basketball games at midnight and championship
truck
pulling and/or Australian rules football (is there a difference?)
shortly thereafter.
One anniversary which had completely slipped my mind, however, is the 20th year of Monday Night Football on ABC.
While there is no disputing the effect that ESPN had on the TV
sports fan (would YOU have been exposed to Australian rules
football — or A.R.F. — without it?), there is also an argument
to
be made concerning how Monday Night Football helped the NFL.
For one thing, MNF made each game a showcase. Instead of
switching channels during timeouts and half-times to catch up on
other games on other networks, Monday night's game was THE
game. It was exclusive and, thanks to cooperation from the league
,
it was usually exciting.
The game also helped improve the demographics of football fans,
I believe. Although ABC noted that women's clubs began holdin
g
their meetings on Monday nights to get away from the sport,
there
were other women who began watching the game — kind of
an
"if you can't beat 'em..." approach.
Suddenly, grandmothers were seeing the sport that made Joe
Namath famous. Daughters were noting how tight the stretch-fa
bric
uniform pants were and how broad the padded shoulders
looked.
And wives and girlfriends realized that adult males weren'
t the
only ones who could understand the game. or, worse, that adult
males didn't understand it as well as they acted like they did...
Monday Night Football took a game and made it into an event.
N44, if only they could get the event to end earlier than
I a.m.
— we do have to go to work on Tuesday, y'know.

NEW YORK (AP) — Fay Vincent will be elected to succeed A.
Bartlett Giamatti as baseball commissioner on Thursday, a source
familiar with the owners' plans told
The Associated Press on Monday.
Vincent, the deputy commissioner under Giamatti, most probably
will be elected to serve a 41/2 -year
term, until April 1, 1994, said the
source, who spoke on the condition
that he not be identified.
it will be smooth, simple. No
opposition," the source said.
A quarterly joint meeting of
American League and National

League owners is scheduled for
Thursday at Milwaukee. Baseball's
nine-man executive committee,
which has been running the sport
since Giamatti's death on Sept. 1,
is scheduled to meet Tuesday afternoon at Milwaukee and the owners
from each league will meet separately on Wednesday.
A commissioner can be elected
only at a joint meeting of the
leagues and must receive threequarters of the votes, including at
least five from each league.
Los Angeles Dodgers president
Peter O'Malley and New York

Mets president Fred Wilpon both
praised Vincent on Monday but
declined to predict what the owners
would do.
"Although a lot of us have
known him only nine months, he
has impressed us more and more as
we've gotten to know him," said
O'Malley, who is on the executive
council. "He's a very able, proven
executive. He seems to be very
frank, very honest, very open."
Wilpon, who owns 50 percent of
the Mets, said he first was introduced to Vincent by Giamatti several years ago at a Mets game.

'l'm certainly very much in
support of Fay Vincent as a person
and as one who had the qualifications and qualities a commissioner
should have," Wilpon said.
The executive council, meeting
by conference call the day after
Giamatti's death, named Vincent
acting commissioner, an informal
title that doesn't exist under the
Major League Agreement. The
executive council consists of four
owners from each league and the
league presidents. One AL spot is
vacant following the resignation of
Seattle Mariners owner George
Argyros.

Girls' soccer

Lady Tigers
claim battle
with Calloway

Ric
dirt
roa

By Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sport.

Calloway County's Carrie Bell (5) prepares to move the ball downfi
eld as Murray High defender Stephanie Sammons falls and MHS's Mary Catherine Wooldridge is
blocked by Lady Laker Darra Mitchell.

The Sammons sisters slipped the
Murray High School Lady Tigers
past Calloway County's Lady Lakers 3-2 in the "season" opener for
both girls' soccer teams Monday
afternoon at North Calloway.
Girls' soccer is not a sanctioned
sport in Kentucky but has been in
existence in each school as a
"club" sport for the past three years
(see Sports Wrangler column
today). Calloway and Murray are
the only Kentucky high schools
west of Bowling Green to field
girls' teams, so rematches between
the two local rivals will be upcoming and often.
And, if Monday's game is an
indication, hotly-contested. An
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Monday Night Football

Giants rally from deficit to down Redskins

WASHINGTON (AP) — If it were a painting, Giants coach Bill Parcells might have
stuck New York's 27-24 victory over the
Washington Redskins in a closet.
"It wasn't a Rembrandt, I'll tell you that.
We were struggling," Parcells said after
watching the Giants and Redskins combine for
three interceptions and four fumbles Monday
night.
After blowing a 14-0 lead, the Giants battled
back from a 24-21 deficit in the closing
minutes to beat their NFC East rivals on Raul
Allegre's 52-yard field goal as time expired.
Despite the turnovers, the teams combined to
put on quite an offensive show. Washington
quarterback Mark Rypien threw for 349 yards
and two touchdowns and, not to be outdone,
Phil Simms completed 11 of 19 throws from
255 yards and a pair of scores.
All told, Washington had 457 total net yards
and the Giants atcumulated 390.
"We were having trouble stopping them,
that's quite obvious, and they had trouble stopping us," Parcells said. "It was a typical
Giants-Redskins game."
Typical in the result, too. New York has now
beaten Washington in six of the last seven nonstrike games.

"We just had so many plays in there where
we turned the ball over or had the ball in our
hands and couldn't get it done," Redskins
coach Joe Gibbs said. "It was a bitter loss."
Former Atlanta Falcon Gerald Riggs, in his
first regular season game with the Redskins,
gained 111 yards but fumbled twice, each time
as Washington was driving for an apparent
score.
Also, Earnest Byner, acquired from Cleveland during the offseason, dropped a sure
touchdown pass on the goal line that forced
Washington to settle for a field goal.
Still, the Redskins could derive some satisfaction from their rally from a 21-10 fourthquarter deficit to take the lead. A 6-yard scoring pass from Rypien to Art Monk made it
21-17, and 54 seconds later Monte Coleman
took an interception into the end zone from 24
yards out.
In a game in which the offenses did a better
job of stopping themselves than the opposing
defenses did, the Giants won the game with
two flawless fourth-quarter drives.
Down 24-21, New York got the tying field
goal on a 54-yard march that was highlighted
by a 44-yard pass from Simms to Odessa
Turner.

Urbano named Defensive
Player of the Week by OVC
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Ryan Weeks, who kicked an
Ohio Valley Conference record
seven field goals during a 28-10
victory over Tennessee Chattanooga, on Monday was
named the Division I-AA
league's offensive player of the
week.
Weeks, a 6-foot-1, 175-pound
senior, was successful from distances of 46, 37, 46, 42, 46, 34
and 46 yards Saturday as he set
OVC records for most field
goals in a game and for most
points scored kicking in a game.
Weeks also tied NCAA 1-AA
records for most field goals in a
quarter by making four in the
third quarter, and in a half with
five in the second half.
Murray State defensive end.
Jeff Urbano, a 6-2, 230-pound
senior, is the OVC defensive
player of the week. Urbano was
in on 15 tackles during a 17-14
win over Western Kentucky.
Urbano had 10 solo tackles,
three quarterback sacks for losses totaling 19 yards and one
tackle for a loss.
OVC specialist of the week is
Middle Tennessee State punter
Chuck Daniel, a 6-0, 180 junior,
who averaged 44.6 yards on
three punts during a 41-6 Blue
Raider victory over East Tennessee State. Two of Daniel's

JEFF URBANO
Racer defensive end is OVC
Defensive Player of the Week
punts were downed inside the
5-yard line.
Eastern Kentucky guard Mark
Mitchell, a 6-0, 268-pound
senior, graded out at 81 percent
as the Colonels compiled 451
total yards in a 48-13 victory
over Delaware State to earn the
league's offensive lineman honor for the week.
Eastern Kentucky tailback
Markus Thomas, a 5-10,
187-pound freshman, is the
OVC's rookie of the week after
he rushed 12 times for 93 yards
and one touchdown. Thomas
also ran for a 2-point conversion
and caught one pass.

Then, after forcing Washington to punt,
Simms directed the Giants on a beat-the-clock
possession that covered 36 yards in 44 seconds.
With six seconds left, New York turned to
Allegre, who ended it with a kick that just
creeped over the crossbar.
"It felt good as soon as I hit it," said Allegre, who earlier missed a 42-yarder. "It looked
like it was going straight and I felt it had the
distance."
Although Rypien had the better numbers,
Simms got the victory. Fighting against a
defense that sacked him four times, the 11-year
veteran did everything he had to do to get the
Giants their second straight opening day
triumph over the Redskins.
"Simms is a Pro Bowl quarterback," Coleman said. "He has the ability to bring his team
back when they're behind. As usual, he did
what he had to do."
Simms staked the Giants to a two-touchdown
lead in the first half by throwing scoring passes
of 30 yards to Turner and 62 yards to rookie
Dave Meggett.
Washington cut the gap to 14-10 on a
24-yard field goal by Chip Loluniller and a
48-yard Rypien-to-Ricky Sanders touchdown
pass late in the third quarter.

Heaton hurts Cardinal
cause with Pirate win
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Neal Heaton picks the St. Louis Cardinals
to win
the National League East. He sure didn't help their
cause.
Heaton gave up two hits in six innings as the Pittsburgh Pirates
, playing
the spoiler in the East, defeated the Cardinals 3-1 Monday
night for their
third straight victory. It was also the Cardinals' third straigh
t loss, knocking them 3 1-2 games behind first-place Chicago.
"I don't think they're going to lose too many more games
," said Heaton, 4-7, a spot starter who struck out four and walked two.
"I like the
Cardinals.
"They've got the experience. If they stay within strikin
g distance,
they'll get the Cubs."
Heaton, who'll be a free agent after this season, likes the
Cardinals so
much that he wouldn't mind playing for them.
"Maybe next year I'll be in Si Louis, who knows?" Heaton
said.
In the meantime, he and his teammates are making it tough
on St. Louis
and the other East contenders. The Pirates, who are 16 1-2
games back in
the East, split a pair with Montreal and took two of three
in New York
before coming to St. Louis.
They've helped the Cubs, who beat Montreal 4-3 Monda
y after taking
two of three from the Cardinals over the weekend, gain their
largest lead
since Aug. 18.
"I'll jell you one thing, we're not laying down for
41 -year-old reliever Doug Bair, who worked the ninth anybody," said
for his first save
since Aug. 8, 1986, when he played with Minnesota. "Peop
le are playing
for jobs here."
The Pirates finished second last season and figured to be
a
again until four key players — Andy Van Slyke, Jim Gott, contender
Mike LaValhere and Sid Bream — went down with injuries. Manag
er Jim Leyland
says he's jealous of the teams in the race.
"It just didn't work out for us," Leyland said. "We're not
saying, hey,
let's try to ruin this for everybody.
"We're very disappointed we're not in it, and we're trying
to win as
many games as we can."
Heaton gave up only a bunt single to Ozzie Smith in the fourth
and a
triple by Smith on a ball misplayed by right fielder Billy Hatche
r in the
sixth to raise his record to 1-7 as a starter.
Rookie Stan Belinda, appearing in his second major-league
game,
allowed one hit in two innings and Bair, whose last National League
save
came with St. Louis in 1983, retired the side in order in the
ninth.
(Coned on page 7)
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(Cont'd from page 6)
unassisted Lady Tiger goal by Chanon Chaney and another solo effort
from Vanessa Sammons helped
Murray take a 2-1 lead, with Calloway's goal coming off a penalty
kick from Christy Lambert.
Stephanie Sammons then took an
assist from Jill Miller and drilled
what would prove to be the game:
winning goal with less than ten
minutes left in the game. With
approximately five minutes left,
Lambert scored her second penaltykick goal of the game for the Lady
Lakers, cutting the lead to 3-2, but
MRS kept the ball away from their
goal to preserve the victory.
Calloway goalie Krista Stalls
recorded five saves, while Murray
High's Danielle Alexander had
three saves in the cage.
Calloway travels to Murray next
Monday for a 4 p.m. matchup.

BUSINESS • HONE • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one comply agency."
David King

Local cable TV to offer Murray State
football games on pay-per-view basis

•

The Murray State University athletic department
and Murray Cablevision are working together to
bring two 1989 Murray State football games live to
the Murray area in a special pay-per-view cable television package, MSU athletic director Michael D.
Strickland announced Monday.
The two games selected for the package are the
Ohio Valley Conference season opener at Tennessee
Tech on Sept. 30 and the Oct. 28 game against
defending league champion Eastern Kentucky.
"We're very excited about this opportunity to give
our fans a chance to see two critical OVC road
games live here in Murray," Strickland said.
"MSU athletics is truly appreciative of the support
of Rick Orr and Murray Cablevision in this venture,"
Strickland added. "This is a first step in what we
hope can blossom into a situation where we can offer
road football and basketball games to our fans on a
regular basis."
Cost of the two-game package is $40. Strickland

Two ingredients
added to Ripken
help pinch Jays
BALTIMORE (AP) — Two
ingredients — in addition to Cal
Ripken — that the Baltimore
Orioles must have contributing if
they hope to challenge Toronto to
the end finally came to life —
Mickey Tettleton and Phil Bradley.
Tettleton hit a home run and
Bradley had four hits to support
Ripken's home run and three RBIs
Monday night as the Orioles
defeated the Chicago White Sox
6-3.
The victory, the Orioles' sixth in
nine games, pulled Baltimore within two games of the Blue Jays in
the American League East, and
made Jeff Ballard the first AL
pitcher to defeat every other team.
"This was crucial„" Orioles
manager Frank Robinson said. "To
have lost would have been disastrous. If we fell behind four games
in the loss column, it would have
hurt a lot at this late date."
Just as crucial to the Orioles was
the return of Tettleton, who hit his
first homer since Aug. 2. This was
his first starting assignment since
Aug. 4.
"That sure was a shot in the
arm, that home run and single,"
Robinson said of Tettleton.
AROUND THE HORN
American League
Royal 8, Twins 1
Larry McWilloarns, making his first AL star/.
rebored three Ms in sox innings and broke
a
nine -game losing streak as Kansas City
beat
Minnesota at Royal Stadium Kansas City
pulled to within lour games of die
first -place
Oakland in the AL West
McWilliams was aoquired in a trade on Sept
2 from Philadelphia, where he was 2-11
and
had not won sonce May 13 Kansas City
gave
up 'possible future considerations' for
the
35-year-ol left-hander, 1-0 with Kansas
City,
who walked none and struck out lour
Mariners 2, Red Sox 1
Seattle ended an 11 -game home losing
Streak, batting Boston on SIX strong innings
by
Brian Holman and Mike Schooler's team -record
27th save
National League
Cube 4, Expos 3 '
AJ Wrgley Field, Jerome Walton
singled
horne the toebreeking run in the seventh Inning
and4Motch Williams ended the game with a pickcif 914Y
Meta 5, Phililas 2
Kevin McReynolds hit a three-run homer on
the first inning and an RBI single in the seventh
as New York began a 10-game road
Inp by
Dealing Philadelphia , The Mats, trotting Chocago
by 44 gamin, Sr. 28-40 on the
road the
season
Giants 3, Braves 2
Will Clark's 105th RN. a run-scoring single in
The bottom of the eighth inning, sent San Francosco over Atlanta. The Giants stayed
sic
games ahead ot San Diego. whole Houston
Id
seven games beck on the NI West
Lennie
Smith hil hos 20th home run 'or the
Braves He
Pal a total of 20 homers in the mesors from
1985
through Ism
Padres 7, Astree 3
Garry Templeton hn San Diego's team
record folth grand slam of the season
is the
Padres won for the 15th ISM in 18 games
Defter* I, Rids 2
M Dodger Stadium, Lenny Hints and John
Shelby each got tour Ms and Eddie Mums"
had
a three-run homer as Los Angels used
II hits
to best Cincinnati.

indicated that negotiations are currently underw
ay to
offer the games to cable systems outside
the Murray
area.
"We at Murray Cablevision are looking
for programming of interest for our subscribers,
and we're
very thankful of Murray State bringing us
of quality sports programming," said Orr,this kind
Murray
Cablevision's marketing director. "We feel
certain
it
will be a success, and with that success we
can create
the opportunity to continue this type of
arrangement
in the future."
"This is an outstanding effort by Murray
Cablevision and Rick Orr," said MSU head coach
Mike
Mahoney. "I hope all our fans who can't
attend the
games will buy the package, which could
lead to bigger and better things in the future."
For subscription information, contact
Murray
Cablevision at 753-5005. For information
concerning
cable system access, call MSU sports inform
ation at
762-4270.

Actions& Reactions
Tennis
CHANDLER, Ariz. — Top-seeded Conchita Martinez of Spain, the 12th-ranke
d
player in the world, beat Louise Feld of Australia, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4 in the first
of the $100,000 Virginia Slims of Arizona. Shaun Stafford, the 70th-ranked round
player
in the world, beat unranked Kate Gompert, 6-3, 6-4.
sin Athens, Greece, top-seed Isabel Cueto of West Germany, the defendi
ng
champion, was upset by Federica Bonsignori of Italy 6-1, 3-6, 6-4 in
the opening
round of the Virginia Slims interna)ional tournament. In other matches, No.
na Fulco of Italy defeated Australia's Michelle Ja0gard 4-6, 7-5, 7-5; Ida 3 Bettiof Czeckoslavakia defeated Christina Papadaki of Greece 3-6, 6-1, 7-6Budarova
(12-10);
Elena Pampulova of Bulgaria defeated Eva Sviglerova of Czechoslavakia
6-1, 6-3;
and Marina Pawlik of West Germany defeated Sabine Appelmans of Belgium
6-3,
6-4.

Hockey
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — The Czechoslovakian
national hockey team
defeated the Calgary Flames 4-1 to gain a sweep of their
two-game "Friendship
Tour." The hosts, who rallied from a two-goal delocit to defeat
the Flames 4-2 in
the first game, gained an early two-goal lead and then
added another pair after
Calgary had pulled within a goal. The Flames, the first NHL
team to visit Eastern
Europe, travel next to the Soviet Union as they continu
e a two-week trip

Pro basketball
HOUSTON — Steve Patterson, 31, has replaced his father
as general manager of the Houston Rockets, making him the youngest currentRay
the NBA. Ray Patterson, the Rockets' president and general general manager in
manager since May 1,
1972, will remain as president of the Rockets. Steve
Patters
counsel to the president since 1984 and has assumed various on has served as
over last several years. He and Rockets coach Don Chaney areas of operations
will continue reporting
to Ray Patterson.

Pro football
NEW ORLEANS — Four-time Pro Bowl linebacker Rickey
Jackson will have to
undergo surgery for a fractured cheekbone after wreckin
the New Orleans Saints announced. Rusty Kasmiersky, g a borrowed sports car,
a team spokesman, said
doctors had not scheduled the surgery because of the extensi
not known how long Jackson would be sidelined. St. Charles ve swelling. It was
Sam Zinna said the accident happened about 3:45 a.m. as Parish Deputy Sheriff
Jackson was driving a
friend's Corvette on U.S. 61 west of New Orleans when he
rammed into the rear of
a 1-ton flat-bed pickup truck dnving ahead of him, Zinna
•In Green Bay, Wis., Packers assistant coach Virgil Knight said
was given a municF
pal citation after a fan said Knight punched him in the nose during
a halftime altercation at Lambeau Field, police said.
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Oakland
Kenai' City
Gallons!'
Tiwas
lAnne•ota
Seaga
Chicago

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Ohnsies
L Pct
GB L10 Streak Homo Away
$1 63 563 —
14-4 Won 3
41-31 40-32
77 911 534
34 z-5-5 Last 3
41-30 36-36
76 Si 531
4:4
44 Won 1
46-27 26-40
78W 528
5
1-4 Lost 2 41-32 35-36
$479 448 IS%
11-4 Won 3
31-36 33-43
5156 406 224
44 Lost 1
32-19 26-46
West Distelen
L Pct
GB Lb O Streak Hoene Away
83 61 576 —
1-7-3 VIcm 2
45-24 38-37
77 Si 535
6
z4-2 Won 1
41-31 35-35
7551 52$
7
44 Lost 2 43-33 33-35
70 74 486 13
z-S-5 Lag 1
37-38 33-36
6176 472 15
z-S-5 Won 2
36-33 32-43
8651 Me 27
24 Lost 2
30-42 26-46

Chcago
St Louie
Noe York
Montreal
Plitstkirgh
PtviadeGnia

San F ranoeco
San (Nevi
Houston
Cincinnaa
Los Angeles
Atlanta
1-denotes list game au a von
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tueeday's Games
Detroit (Tanana 9-12) at Cleveland Bladi
10-111 635 pm
Chicago (Kng 7-9) at Ballmore (Hama& 44),
6 35 pril
Toronto (Slottleare 7-5) at lAnnesola (Wm:
2-11)
e
ias
7°5
(ian
m 15-10) at Kansas City (Gubicza
15-101 7: p.m.
Allosaulise (Bolo 15-9) at Oakiand (Watch 16-7).
995 p.m.
Boston (Hebei 1-2) at Seethe (Bank/wad 12-6),
9-05 pm
New York (Terrell 4-4) at Callornla (IA Mil
8-13).
935 pm

The Top Twenh Five WWII in Ti. Associated
Press colege football boiL.
first-pleom voles In
parentheses, records through Sept 9. total points
based
on
25-24-23.22-21-20-19-16-17-16-15-14-13-12-11 -10
-94-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and lea week's ranking
Record PS Pre
1 Notre Dame (37)
1-0-0 1.463 1
2 lAchgan (15)
0-0-0 1,440 2
3 Mini. RR (5)
1-0-0 1.360 3
4 Nebraska (3)
1-0-0 1,303 4
5 Auburn
1-0-0 1249 5
6 Cklehome
2-0-0 1,121
6
7 Clemson
2-0-0 1.073 10
8 Coiorado
2-0-0 1.065 9
9 Arkansas
0-0-0 1,035 7
10 Anne
1-0-0
953 11
11 Syracuse
1-0-0
900 14
12 West Virgrke
2-0-0
713 17

I

753-8355

AMERKAN LEAGUE
East Devisiee
W L Pct
01 LIO Streak Home Away
SO 64 .566 —
z-8-2 Won 2
40-32 40-32
75 57 541
2
5-4 Won 1
42 29 37-38
73 72 .503
7% z-7-3 Won 5
40-12 33-40
70 74 486 10
24 LoW 6
341-33 32-41
67 711 462 134 14-2 Low 2
37 36 30-42
66 78 456 144
24 Los 2
35-36 30-42
66 00 379 254
6-2 Won 1
37-36 16-52
Weal Garisles
W L PO
GB Lb O Streak Horne Awry
67 66 801
—
6-4 Won 2
48.24 39-32
63 110 5110
4
z-5-5 Won 1
50-21 33 39
02 81 573
5
44 Won 3 411-25 34-36
73 Ile 514 13% 1-5-5 Won 1
40-34 33-36
71 72 497 15
3-7 Lost 1
30-29 32-43
82 II 434 25
2-3-7 We., I
34-39 26-42
58 84 413 ZS
z-3-7 Lost 2 30-40 29-44

Toronto
Bananas
Waukee
Baum
New York
Cleveisisl
Dame

Heaton ...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Barry Bonds, Jose Lind and
pinch hitter John Cangelosi drove
in a run apiece for Pittsburgh,
which scored all three runs in the
seventh to erase a 1-0 deficit.
Pedro Guerrero got his careerhigh 104th RBI with a sacrifice fly
in the Cardinals' fourth.
The Cardinals have scored only
four runs during their losing streak.
They struck out eight times Monday, giving them 26 in two games.
"We've had three well-pitched
games in a row by our starters,
well-enough pitched games to
win," Herzog said. "We give up
10 runs in three games and go from
a half-game back to 3 1-2 back.
"You can't expect shutouts
every time. You have to score."
Rick Horton failed to win for the
seventh straight start since being
called up from Triple A Louisville
July 27:Horton, 0-2, shut out Pittsburgh on three hits for six innings
before running into trouble in the
seventh.
"It's frustrating, but I can't
dwell on it," Horton said. "I have
to go out there the next time
expecting to win."

PAGE 7

SCOREBOARD

Tigers ...

Rick Orr of Murray Cablevision, Murray State Racer
director Michael Strickland announced the pay-per-v head coach Mike Mahoney and MSU athletic
iew cable television package offering two MSU
road football games.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Montreal (B Srrath 10-$) at Chicago
(Reach
15-6). 635 pm
New York Moll 3-4) at PhWideiptis
(K.Houtell
11-11). 635 pm.
Pittsburgh (Walt 12-10) It St Louis
(Megrim
11-7), 735 pm
Houston (Cling 7-11) at San Diego
(Hurst
13-101. 906 pin.
Cirwinnail (isrowrirg 15-11) at Los Angeles
(Valenzuela 10-12). 915 pm.
Atlanta (Clary 4-3) at San Francisco
(Reuechi
a
16-6), 935 gm.

13 Southern Cl
0-1-0
647 13
14 Plesturgh
2-0-0
598 23
15. Washington
1-0-0
514
—
It Alabama
0-0-0
506 19
17 Tennessee
2-0-0
492 —
15 Hataon
1-0-0
470 22
19 N Cabana St
2-0-0
394 25
20 UCLA
0-1-0
36.5 6
21 LSU
0-1-0
310 21
22 Texas ASIA
1-1-0
168 15
23 Washington St
2-0-0
157
—
24 lova
135 —
25 Misasacci Sr.
2-0-0
120 —
Other receiving votes Ohio St 107, Michigan
Maws.
St
96, Per. S1 M. Georgia 68. Fionda St. 70,
opal 89 S klieesami 64, tolrginia 54, AM Force
51, LOUISVILLE 45, KENTWRY 41, Atizona 38,
31. Brigham Young 2. Fresno St 23. Teeec.c% 23, Hawaii 11. Florida 10. TlASS 6, Anion.
St 4. South Carolina 2, Texas 1. W IlAchigan 1

all

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

We need to move our pre-owned cars n stock to make room for our
1990 trade-ins.
deals
-',,,flPtrIcte/s \and
ever.
BETTER than
1989 Cadillac Brougham, blue
1989 Cadillac Seville, white
(2) 1989 Cadillac DeVille, white
1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass, red
1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass, blue
1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass, gray
1989 Pontiac Bonn. SE, white
1989 Pontiac Bonn. LE, blue

Approximate
New Car
Price

Our
Pre-Owned
Price

$28,000.00
$31,500.00

$19,900.00
$24,900.00
$23,900.00
$11,500.00
$11,500.00
$11,500.00
$17,500.00
$15,900.00
$11,900.00
$14,500.00
$10,900.00
$10,900.00

$28,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$20,500.00

$18,000.00
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix LE, white 2
$15,500.00
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix SE, whitOr.
$17,500.00
1989 PontlaCepronot
••.................•.0.40.114•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1989 P
Gra
4.11111INIIIINOOr

4. • aisaiminar......

Was
$16,500.00

1988 Pontiac Trans Am GTA
1988 Pontiac Bonn. SSE
1987 Pontiac Bonn. LE
1987 Cadillac DeVille
1987 Olds Delta 4 DR

$15,900.00
$7,900.00
313,900.00
$9,300.00

1987 Buick Park Ave
1986 Ford Crown Victorian Wagon
1986 Olds Cutlass
SOLD
1985 Ford Pickup Truck
1985 Cadillac Eldorado, white
1985 Cadillac Eldorado, silver
1984 Cadillac Seville
1984 Cadillac DeVille
1984 Cadillac Fleetwood
1982 Toyota
SOLD
1963 Chev. Bet-Air, 51,000 actual miles

$11,900.00
$6,900.00
$7,900.00
$15
$0:90
00700
$10,9043.00
$11,500.00
$6,900.00
$7,900.00
,.$1,700.00
.1

$2,000.00

Now

$15,900.00
$15,000.00
$7,000.00
$12,900.00
$8,800.00
$10,900.00
$6,200.00
$7,500.00
$5,200.00
$9,900.00
$9,900.00
$10,500.00
$6,000.00
$7,000.00
$1,200.00
$1,500.00

MIMI MOTORS, INC.
•tatisfied Customers Are Our Main ConcernOLOSMOBiLE - PONTIAC • CADILLAC - BUICK - CENT
URY BOATS
1 1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray

753-5315

•
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Tough transparent tape
heads list of new items
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — A transparent tape for tough projects.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this tape is durable, water resistant
and virtually invisible ... that it easily conforms to almost any surface
... that it can be used for mending
torn pages and sealing envelopes ...
that it will handle vinyl and plastic
jobs outside the house, such as a
child's pool or beach balls ... that it
is good for book spines and board
games ... that it will come in handy
when moving, especially for sealing boxes ... that its uses include
weathersealing window cracks,
gaps and other openings ... and that
it is available in a new dispenser
hich cuts the tape when the cover is
closed with a downward motion.
THE PRODUCT — A steam
wallpaper stripper.
Manufacturer's claim — That it
is faster and easier than the wetand-scrape method and far less
costly than renting a steamer for
every project ... that it uses
directed-steam to loosen wallpaper
adhesive ... that the steamer is held
against the wallpaper for 10 to 15
seconds to loosen the adhesive ...
that the product is lightweight and
easy to control ... that a special
design allows the operator to work
in any position, from narrow spots
in the bathroom or kitchen to ceilings and other out-of-the-way
places ... ancl that it has a durable,
easy-to-clean plastic housing.
THE PRODUCT — A primer
coating to control bleeding from
certain woods.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this product is fortified with
polyurethane to prevent the passage
of wood stains into the final coat .,.
that it will not mask the texture of
the wood's natural grain ... that it
is highly resistant to blistering and
peeling ... that it contains a special
_ fungicide to make the dry film
resistant to mildew ... that it is
environmentally safe and conforms
to all government specifications
and that it is also recommended as

(For a copy of Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," send $3 to this paper at
P.O. Box 1055, Brick, NJ 08723.)

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Older adults can cut the strain of
housework through organization
and selection of easy -to-use
appliances.
Gary Van Deursen, Black and
Decker's director of industrial
design and new product concepts,
says his research shows that 40
percent of Americans 65 or older
have problems doing housework
and operating appliances. Manufacturers now recognize that older
people need appliances that are
easy to operate and simple to maintain, he says.
He offers these tips to make the
best of them and lighten the work:
— Don't strain your back by
dragging around a full-sized vacuum cleaner when a lightweight
stick-type vacuum will do the same
work.
— Cordless vacuums are another
back-saver. Hand-held models are

*ILA"

PEI{
NI(.111f

19Uk•
I MY TilN A BEACH Sta

with someone
you
know.
Bed and Brea
k
Special only $:34 per
night. Maximim 4
persons per room.
Includes large cityvie‘‘
room.full American
style breakfast for 2
persons.Choose from
.1
three deluxe
oceanfront resorts.
Holiday inn Surfside.
Boardwalk and
Oceanside.
RESERVATIONS

800-874-7426
tti Floncia
8004454030

'This package is available from Sept 5 1909
Pek 19, 1990 Packages are not available for
gooup•or during venal events and hol Aar!' Al
least 50 pt000 rooms available at package rates
daily Advance relienattoris required Plus 91
*tate tax Maximum 4 persons per room

more convenient for small messes
and quick pickups.
— To pick up dust that accumulates underneath beds or sofas,
choose a cleaner that will operate
in both upright and horizontal positions. That way, you won't have to
move furniture.
— When cleaning or dusting,
start from the top of the room and
work down. A hand-held vacuum
that has attachments that can reach
high areas like curtains and ceiling
corners and a crevice tool for getting into door tracks and under
radiators will save hands-on
dusting.
— Look for a hand-held model
designed to balance its weight
under the handle instead of in front
of it. Also check if it has a lock-on
or slide switch instead of a button
that must be pushed and held down
while cleaning. If you have arthritis, you'll find the appliance easier
to grip if you wrap a soft towel or
cloth around the handle for additional width and comfort.
— To deal with pet hair, choose
a unit that has a motorized power
brush attachment with both long
and short bristles.
— Clean spills and stains immediately, as chances for easy removal are 75 percent greater if a stain
is fresh. Spills of wax, chocolate,
crayon and bubble gum shoud be
allowed to dry until they are hard
enough to scrape off with a dull
knife.

r
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Buyers beware before
purchasing a house
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BEDROOM 2
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second floor
first floor
THIS HOUSE CONPINES FEATURES of the Swiss Chalet and the
A-Frame A feature is the second-floor balcony which shelters the entry below it.
There are three bedrooms. Plan I1A1538C has 858 square feet on the first floor
and 433 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope -- to architect William G. Chirgotis,37 Mountain Ave.,
Springfield, NJ 07081.

New shingles better protection
Q. — We have to have a reroof- which can be obtained by sending
ing job done soon and have $1 and a long, stamped, selfdecided to use asphalt shingles, the addressed envelope to Know-How,
kind that are on there now. We P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
have seen advertisments for asphalt 11743.)
shingles with a fiber glass base.
Are these just as good?
A. — Asphalt shingles with a
fiber glass base have increased
weather and fire resistance.
Q. — Is it possible to clean
brass with regular ammonia? I
By Andy Lang
seem to recall my grandmother
using some kind of ammonia mixAP Newsfeatures
ture for that purpose.
A. — Mix equal parts of household ammonia and water. Soak the
brass object in the mixture for
about an hour, then take it out and
rub it vigorously with a clean cloth.
Brass is likely to tarnish after a
period of time unless it is coated
with lacquer or a paste wax. This is
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
especially true of brass which comes into contact with human skin,
American homeowners spent an
such as a doorknob. The ammoniaaverage of $6,600 on remodeling,
water mixture just mentioned may
renovation or repair over the past
not work if the brass is heavily
five years, according to a survey by
tarnished. If it is, try two parts of
the Better Homes and Gardens
vinegar with one part of lemon
Consumer Panel.
juice and go through the same proThe survey also found that most
cedure as above, including the
considered family a key reason for
coating with lacquer or paste wax.
home ownership, but one-quarter of
Q. — Our old coffee table has
those asked felt the home was
never been finished. I want to appimportant as an investment and for
ly lacquer to the top — the kind
financial security.
that comes in a spray can. Since
"Part of the satisfaction of home
ownership," says Allen Sabbag,
coffee and other hot beverages will
be used on the table, will the lacquer withstand the heat?
A. — Yes, but only to a degree.
The best way to keep the top from
getting, damaged is to put some
kind of coaster under a container of By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
beverage whether it be hot or cold.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I took Ser-Ap-Es
(The techniques of using varnish, for 10 years to control high blood
pressure. Then I found out the drug
lacquer, shellac, stain, remover, can
cause Parkinson's disease and debleach, pumice and rottenstone are pression. Please comment.
detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
DEAR READER: Ser-Ap-Es is a
"Wood Finishing in the Home," drug that has been used for many

HERE'S THE
ANSWER

By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Newsfeatures
Buying a house is probably the
most expensive purchase you'll
ever make, so don't rush into it.
There are many things to consider and the whole procedure can be
stressful. In the process, it's easy
to overlook the obvious. Here are
some tips to keep in mind when
looking for a house.
What to Consider
— Check local newspapers to
get an idea of what is available.
Visit brokers; they can tell you
which homes are on the market and
provide up-to-date information
about local mortgage lending activity. But keep in mind brokers are
paid by the sellers and have their
interests in mind first. For example, a broker might downplay a
house's faults.
— Shop for your house in a
stable or improving neighborhood.
Make certain you feel comfortable
with the people, prices, and lifestyle of the area. Establish that it is
free of industrial odors, flooding,
noisy traffic and other annoyances.
Be wary if many neighborhood
houses are for sale or rent. In a
new development, find out if the
sidewalks, sewers and street lights
have been paid for or will be
assessed later. Ask owners about
the builder's willingness to fix
problems.
— Don't buy a house that is bigger or more expensive than those
around it; resale could be difficult.
It may be better to buy a slightly
rundown house in a higher-price
area and fix it up.
When You Find A House
— Check the asking price of a
house against the prices of similar
houses in the same area. Consider
getting an appraisal to guide you in
making an offer.
— Have an engineer inspect the
house to determine its soundness
and the adequacy of its heating,
plumbing, wiring and insulation.
Get a written report and an estimate of what it will cost to correct
problems. The seller might reduce
the asking price or offer to share
expenses.
In addition:
— Check water pressure and the
fit of doors and windows.
— Make sure the gutter down
spouts lead water away from the
house.
— Look in the basement after a
rain for signs of water seepage.
— Find out what is under the
carpeting.
— Unless the home owner can
present recent certification that the

Home owners spent more
than $6,000 on repairs
president of Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service, "stems
from the deep feelings Americans
hold toward their home as a focal
point for the family.
"Survey results show that, for
nearly two-thirds of the panel a
home's primary importance is to
serve as a place to protect and
gather the family."
Thirty-eight percent of the
respondents spent between $2,500
and $10,000 for remodeling and
renovating in the five-year period,
with 17 percent spending more
than $10,000.

house is free of termites and other
pests, have a professional check it.
Besides a house's price and
physical condition, you should also
consider how close it is to public
transportation, shopping, recreation
centers, schools, churches, hospitals and fire and police departments. Even if you do not need all
these facilities their availability
may affect the value of the house.
Also, find out about zoning restrictions, tax rates and the most recent
assessment.
The Process of Buying
Whether or not you use a broker,
hire a lawyer or an escrow company experienced in real estate in
your area. For a fee of no more
than 1 percent of the price of the
house, a lawyer or escrow company
will draw up the purchase agreement, arrange for a title search,
execute the closing and record the
deed of sale.
Don't sign a "binder" to purchase the house without advice from
your lawyer. The "earnest money"
you put up secures your right to
purchase the real estate at the
agreed-upon terms for a limited
amount of time. Be sure the agreement says your money will be
returned to you if the deal does not
go through.
The contract for sale, which usually entails a down payment, is
drawn up by the seller's lawyer but
should be reviewed by ,our lawyer.
The contract should be made conditional on your being able to
obtain mortgage financing.
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

A leaking faucet
Leaky faucets are usually caused
by a defect In the seat washer, the
valve seat against which it presses
or the seal(packing)around the
stem. If the washer or vatve seat is
leaking, water will drip from the
spout If the pecking Is bad, water
wilt leak around
— Decorative
the stem.
cap
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Fm-ht-Yourself Manual

Ser-Ap-Es drug causes side effects

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

the first coat under all custom colors using light and medium light
bases.
THE PRODUCT — A tape measure with a digital display and
memory.
Manufactur's claim — That,
even if yw_are on a ladder, precise
measurer4nts can be saved, with
the product's digital memory storing them until they can be written
down ... that the 16-foot tape,
besides the digital conveniences,
has all standard features including
a /
1
4 -inch metal blade, 16-inch
markings, an automatic lock and a
power retract ... that it is made of
durable plastic ... and that it operates for up to a year on two standard triple-A batteries.
THE PRODUCT — A water filter that requires no installation.
Manufacturer's claim — That it
can be mounted on a cabinet, countertop or wall ... that it removes
lead and other contaminants from
drinking water ... that it requires no
electricity to use ... that it has clean
simple lines that blend with any
kitchen or bath decor ... that the
conventional aerator is replaced
with a special diverter-aerator
that tubes from the aerator carry
the water to and from a pre-filter
for maximum filtration of rust and
sediment in the water ... and that
the water goes through two other
filters that reduce organic chemicals, lead and other heavy metals.
(The tape is manufactured by the
3M Stationery Division, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144; the wallpaper stripper by Black and
Decker, U.S. Power Tools Group,
Box 798 Hunt Valley, MD 21030;
the primer coating by United Gilsonite Laboratories, P.O. Box 70,
Scranton, PA 18501; the digital
tape measure by Homestar International, 4473 Willow Road, Pleasanto, CA 94566; and the water filter
by Omnifilter Corp., 2500 165th
St., Hammond, IN 46320.)

Older adults can benefit
by using easy appliances

•

r

611 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

years to treat hypertension. It contains reserpine, hydralazine and hydrochlorothiazide.
Unfortunately,
each of these ingredients has dangerous side effects. Reserpine, in particular, commonly causes depression,
slow pulse, deafness, headaches, dizziness and nightmares; Parkinson's disease is an extremely unusual
complication.
Hydralazine can cause liver inflammation, fluid retention, angina,
depression and bone-marrow damage. Hydrochlorothiazide is associated with potassium deficiency, worsening of diabetes, gout, vertigo, rash
and weakness.--In my opinion, Ser-Ap-Es is no longer an appropriate medicine for hypertension; it has too many side effects
and is more dangerous(and less effective) than the newer drugs for high
blood pressure. Ask your doctor to
prescribe more modern medication
-- such as beta-blockers, calcium-

channel blockers or angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors — to lower
your blood pressure without the risks
of Ser-Ap-Es.
DEAR DR. Gorr My 51
/
2-year-old
daughter was diagnosed last year
with epilepsy. She has petit-mal seizures and takes Zarontin. Her doctor
says she will outgrow this condition
between the ages of 8 and 12. When
we took our second daughter, who is
retarded but not epileptic, to her neurologist, he indicated that she will develop grand-mal seizures as she ages
Whom do we believe?
DEAR READER Both doctors
may be correct.
From your description, I conclude
that one daughter has petit mal, a
mild form of epilepsy that most children outgrow, while the other daughter, because of her mental handicap,
may develop seizures as she matures
The two situations are different.
Petit-mal epilepsy is characterized
by brief episodes of bewilderment
(called "absence attacks") and muscle
twitching. The cause is unknown. Petit mal always begins in childhood;
many patients are highly intelligent.
On the other hand, major motor seizures (grand mal), marked by loss of
consciousness and violent muscle contractions, may appear at any age and

are common in people who have a degree of brain damage, such as mental
retardation. Of course, the neurologist is simply guessing that this condition will develop. Your handicapped
daughter may mature normally and
never have seizures.
Therefore, I think you are safe to
adopt a "wait-and-see" attitude. If
your retarded daughter develops
grand mal, she can be treated; if she
doesn't, the neurologist's prediction
was incorrect.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Epilepsy — the Falling Sickness." Other readers who woutd like a
copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to P.O. Box 91389,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
(t) UM NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN
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Ella Mae Quertermous, grandmother of Sarah Quertermous, recently
visited Tina Ratterree's first grade class at Robertson Center and
shared her experience of her first year in school. She told students
about games she played and books she read in the one-room schoolhouse in Golden Pond, Ky.

Pictured are the new Murray Elementary School teachers shown at
the Carter Elementary Open House. Front row: Cyndi Cohoon and
Rick Fisher. Back row: Ruth Pickens, PTO president and Susan
Breeding, PTO treasurer.

Students in Diane Patterson's fourth grade class at East Calloway
Elementary are enjoying the new Gamefield Fitness Court, Jim Feltner, principal, said, "The new fitness court is specifically designed to
fold into our existing health and fitness curriculum." Pictured are
Jamie Coates, Ben Mjos, John Adams, Dusty Cothran and Janette
Underhill.
Material for *is page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County Count
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger it Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 13, 1989

Bus drivers for the Murray School System prepare to board their
buses for an afternoon run. they would like to remind everyone to
drive safely when near school buses. Pictured are 0.1. Stalls, Eugene
Peal, Rubena Peel and Curtis Gream. Not pictured are Eva Mohler
and Roger Wallace.

The Just Say No club at Calloway County High School is getting a
new image and a new name — CCHS Stars — Students Taking A
Responsible Stand (against chemical dependencies). Pictured are,
front row: Chrissy Duinn, vice president; Mitzi Doughty, treasurer;
Christi Smith, reporter; Beth Haley, publicity; Jennifer Jones, secretary; Tina Butler, refreshments. Back row: Jason Haley, publicity;
Stacey VanDyke, president; Mickey Hill, entertainment; and Karen
Helm, sponsor.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Surprising developments in business are favorable for you. Don't let
impatience mar work efforts. Quiet
times spent with a loved one are hest
for tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Business doesn't mix with pleaThe Science Center in Marilyn Dill's Kindergarten class at Robertson sure. Love at first sight is a possibility
Center came alive with the appearance of a Swallowtail Butterfly. now. Surprise news comes from a
Walt Garrison and Heather Schaeffer opened the jar to let the but- friend at a distance. Enjoy socializMg
tonight.
terfly go.
„
GEMINI
•
(May 21 to June 20) .
You could meet with a flirtation on
the job today. You're not quite ready
to entertain out-of-town guests.
Tonight brings you a social success.
Be sure to accept invitations.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Business negotations could break
down over a small point. Romance
blossoms now for the young at heart.
Partners will enjoy something different in the way of entertainment.
LEO
—
(July 23 to Aug. 22
A squabble could arise over a
financial matter today. You'll make
some positive changes at home now.
Tonight favors having company over
Mrs. Shelia, the lunchroom monitor at Southwest Elementary,
talks
for dinner. Romance is a plus.
with Jessica Miller and Monica Lay. Mrs. Shelia tries to maintai
n a
VIRGO
stress-free environment during lunch. Games are sometimes used
to (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
encourage good behavior.
You could be a bit in a rush to get
things done on the job today., Slow
down and you'll do better Work.
Singles attract romance and lovers
are on the same wave length.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You may receive a surprise gift that
you can use in your home. Minor

/sr

irritations could arise in romance
Business and pleasure now mix to
'
ySCORPI
oadvantage.
O
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
It's not the right moment for having
company over, but it's a great day for
dating and going out for good times
Impromptu travel and,romance make
for happiness.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ife
Don't force issues with higher-ups
today in business. Spur-of-themoment shopping leads to a delightful purchase. Evening hours favor
family pursuits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
You'll find a constructive outlet for
your originality today. You're blessed
with imaginative ideas and you'll also
be making new friends. A pleasant
surprise comes now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.'20 to Feb. 18)
Help comes from an unexpected
quarter in business today. Go easy on
credit card spending. Business and
pleasure combine to your advantage
tonight.
PISCES •
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
).1°.
-Isseg
You'll be delighted to be contacted
by someone you haven't heard from
in a while. You're good at promoting
yourself. Make plans now for
pleasure trip.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
creative and practical but sometimes
have difficulty reconciling these
qualities. It is important that you like
your work for you to put. forth the
hest effort. You have a good intuition
and a fine critical sense. At times, you
may be too skeptical.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
You must lose a fly to catch a
trout "

NORTH

9-12-A

•J 7 5 2

George Herbert.

•K J 6 4 2
•Q 7

462

Tyiesha Crouse, front, Matthew Frizell, Michael Dale
and
Liddle write thoughts, memories and feelings about a specialChris
play
they remember in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English I class
at Calloway County High School.

The students in Doll Redick's second grade class at East Calloway
Elementary collected leaves in the study of plants. The leaves were
mounted for display. Ashley Adams, Jeremy Clinard, Jay Sanders
and Nicki Miller compare the size, shape, color and vein structure.

.S;
Dickie Nesbitt of R.H. Nesbitt Masonry puts the finishing touch to a
sign for Southwest Elementary. The company was the masonry contractor for the nine-room addition to the school. Brick layers placed a
total of 65,000 bricks in the new addition.

Ben Stockwell and Kalista Cunningham inspect the roots that
have
grown on a sweet potato. The students are in Doll Redick's second
grade class at East Calloway Elementary.

-I knew he had a singleton heart
when you signaled with a high
heart," explained East. Had I not
taken my ace. I would have lost it."
-Better I should have played a.
low heart." murmured West. What
did he mean by that'
Dummy's diamond queen won.
and two high trumps were cashed.
leaving East's spade queen at large
Two high diamonds came next, and
a low club was discarded from dummy South then played his singleton
heart queen. West gave count with
his seven and East took his ace
East cashed his high trump and led
clubs, forcing dummy to ruff South
then threw his remaining two losers
on dummy's two high hearts
making four spades
Do you see what West meant by
his remark' Had West not shown an
even number of hearts. East might
have ducked South's queen. of
hearts. (Of course he should have
ducked anyway.) Where would
South go from here?
South would lead a club toward
dummy, and East would win and
cash his high trump. He would force
dummy to ruff a club, and dummy
would now be dead. Instead of enjoying two heart winners. South
would get only one, and he would
score nine tricks instead of 10.
Afraid of losing an ace? Sometimes you can get two tricks back
for the one you lose

WEST

EAST

+4
P8753

•Q 109

•J 10 9
4K 8 7 5 3

IP A 109
•8 6 4 3
•A J 10
SOUTH
*A K 8 6 3
•Q
•A K 5 2
4Q 9 4

Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
1+
4+

West
Pass
Pass

North
2
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

opening lead Diamond jack
BII) WITH THE ACES
South holds
•Q 109
11 A 109
•8 6 4 3
4 A J 10

ANSWER: Two clubs. Make a temporizing bid, intending to bid notrump next. A jump to two notrump is close, but it is a bit pushy
Send tiro* (melons to The Aces, PO Boa
123113. Dallas. 'Num 7s22s with self-addressed.
+tamped envelope tot reply
copyr1es4 1s1 1411.d Freer.. Ivelettrite
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Van Buren

025
Notice

Father Admits Having Bias
Against In-Laws' Ethnic Slurs

DEAR ABBY:lam a 29-year-old
married man with a fine, bright, 8year-old son. My wife and I have a
wonderful marriage,and for the most
part I have fantastic in-laws. The
one negative aspect of my in-laws is
the way they refer to certain ethnic
groups. They are very close-minded.
prejudiced people who use offensive
words to describe someone's race,
color or religion.
I can live with it, but I don't want
our son to hear talk like that from
people he is supposed to respect.
Is there a tactful way to ask my
in-laws to please refrain from making ethnic slurs around our child? Or
should I let them say what they wish
and continue to dispute what they've
said after they leave?
OPEN FOR SUGGESTIONS
DEAR OPEN: Ask your "fantastic" in-laws to please keep
their ethnic slurs to themselves
in the presence of your son because you are trying to teach the
boy to judge people by their
character — not by their color or
religion. Also ask your wife to
join you in keeping her parents
in line.
DEAR ABBY: I have some questions that need to be answered concerning several situations. I already
have a couple of my neighbors upset
with me, so I hope you will help
settle things.
The first situation involves inviting other children to go along with
my child to the movies,skating, out
to eat, etc. Who should pay for the
other children's food and entertainment? Should I? Or should they pay
for their own?
also, is it rude to invite only my
child's playmate, even though there
• are three other children in his family?
And how do I handle this situation: A young neighbor boy is always asking to be included, no matter where we're going. He says,"My
parents have already said yes."
Please help me. but don't use my
name,initials or location.Thank you.
FRUSTRATED
PEANUTS
QUi
MARCIE WHAT'S THE
CAPITAL OF WYOMING 7

Classified
Advertisers...

High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing •

Help
Wantscl

Panonee
Lease For Less Al
DWAIN TAYLOR

CHEVROLET
1989 Camaro $246 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Mo Closed End Lease

./Check
Your Ads!

'160

PREGNANT? Confused
about your options? For
someone who cares, call
Opportunities for Life, tollfree 1 800 822-5824 any
time for personal confidential help!

NEED a job? A GED? Hope NOW Hying All positions
for the future? You may all shifts available Apply
qualify if 'You do not have 8 10a m or 2-4p m daily
your GED or high school Wendy s, 1111 Chestnut
diploma, 'You have been
Out of school 9 months or
'PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME'
more, 'You are between
Earn 5200-$500 weekly
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
mailing novelty gift items
an E 0 E This protect is
For more information send
funded by the Western
stamped envelope to
Kentucky Prrvate Industry
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297
Council- JTPA Call
Miami, FL 33261
JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , PROFESSIONAL Truck
Drivers Over the road ex
Etam-1130am
penence necessary, home
PARK Worker (Part-time) weekends, excellent pay
Kentucky Department of Send typed or hand-written
Parks Job Announcement resume to P0 Box 1391,
Number 89-108(A). Ken- Murray, Kentucky
lake State Resort Park, SEAMSTR
ESS Needed
grade 3. salary $4.321 per Must be
energetic, and de
hour Minimum require- pendable
Basic sewing
ments, ability to read and skills necessary
Will train
write Apply by submitting a nght person
Great oppor
state application (which tunity for interesting
variety
can be obtained at the local of work Full-time or partDepartment for Employ- time Call 753-8638 (leave
ment Services or any other message)
state government office) to
Kentucky Department of
Personnel, Room 377, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601, Attention: Job Announcement
No
89-108(A), Job Announce- BI WEEKLY and weekly
ment Number should also house and office cleaning
be placed in the upper right- Also, window cleaning Rehand corner of the applica- ferences supplied
tion in the 'Special An- 759-1578 or 753-4897
nouncement No' blank
You must qualify, test and DO babysitting in my home
be placed on the register by Over 10 years experience
September 18, 1989 Note- in Murray with infants and
Test not required. Filling pre-schoolers Can provide
this position is subject to references Call 759-1963
any state government hir- HOUSEWORK Wanted
ing restrictions. AN EQUAL Good work, honest and reliOPPORTUNITY EM- able Call for interview
PLOYER M/F/H.
354-8957

DEAR FRUSTRATED:,When
r
LOW
you invite a child's playmate to
go anywhere with your child,the
Please
check
PRICE
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
playmate is your guest, so you
the first insertkm
060
5 gal can $2999 Get at
pick up the tab.
ofeach ofyour ads
Help
Black's Decorating Center,
•
It's not rude to invite only your
Wanted
for errors. Report
701
S
4th
St.
Murray
child's playmate, regardless of
all errors to the
how many siblings he has.
PASSPORTS Instant ANYONE Can Apply!
Mobile homes,
Finally, if it's convenient to . Classified Aduerpassports available at Alli- Guaranteed Visa/MC, US
farming equiptising Department
son Photography. Charge Even with bad creinclude the neighbor boy who is
ment, alum siddit No one refused Call
753-8809
as soon as possi"always" asking to go along and
(213) 925-9906 ext U1323
ing,
houses,
says his parents have already
ble so that we may
SUMMER Clearance!
campers etc.
said "yes," include him after
make the necesCountry Jean's, 94 East, ANYONE Can Apply!
checking with his parents. The
759-1062 Open Friday Guaranteed Visa/MC, US
sary
changes
Call
After 5:30 p.m.
lad appears to be very hungry
4-6p.m., Saturday Charge Even with bad crepromptly.
The
for acceptance. Be kind to him.
10a fri -4p m. and by ap- dit No one refused Call
Murray Ledger&
pointment. Layaway (213) 925-9906 ext U1323
Times will be reDEAR ABBY: My former fiancee
welcome.
sponsible for erand I have split up and the handTANNING at The Body Dewriting is finally on the wall. No
rors in the first
Deli help needed.
signer, 115 South 13th Si,
hope for a reconciliation.
insertion only.
753-3492
However, a few months before
Apply at
the breakup, sh% lost the engageCall 753-1916
025
Owen
Food
ment ring!had given her.She claims
I should just "deal withit." I say she
Market
Personals
should reimburse me. I am still GLASS Service & ReplaceLOOK younger longer. Fapaying for the darn ring, which ment For homes, autos
cial rejuvenation at The
makes me angry every time I think and businesses. Auto
ATTENTION. Excellent inglass, plate glass, window
Body Designer, 115 South
of it.
come
for home assembly
13th St. 753-3492
Who's guilty here? Should I swal- glass, insulated .glass, mirwork Information call
rors,
glass
table
tops,
store
low my pride and assume the loss,or
(504)646-1700 Dept.
should she pay for it? Legally, do I fronts. M&G Complete
P2021.
Glass
Co.,
Dixieland Cenhave any recouke? Or am I out
ter, phone (502)753-0180.
BABYSITTER' Needed in
82.200?
my home, after school for
STEAMED IN LOS ANGELES
six and two year olds, four
Ale
1989 MEDICARE
days per week. Need own
DEAR STEAMED:If you want
INFORMATION
transportation. 753-8082.
to keow what your "rights" are
Medicare is again
BABYSITTER Needed In
legally, please consult a_lawyer.
'changing
the PaO-A
Dexter area Prefer someThanks for this opportunity
deductible. You will
one to come to my home
to remind young(and old)lovers
Call 437-4060
be required to pay
wherever they are, that as soon
Three Bedroom IV: bath home with economical heat
even
more
of
the
as they become officially enBABYSITTER: Needed for
pump heating and cooling system, wood stove in living
bill. In fact, if you go
gaged and he slips the ring on
Friday afternoon only. Must
WILL do babysitting in my
room,
attached
garage.
Upper
$60's.
to the hospital, you
DRIVERS
her finger, the ring should be
have own transportation.
home, any hours, any days,
your
or
irnmed,ate
insurance
coonnris
avaoabie
759-4053 after 5
insured for loss, theft or myste'ant ages 492-8865 or
Naehmlle-oase,4 irregular louts carwill have to pay the
rious disappearance. .
75939 ask for Laurie
711 Main St.
753-1222
rier has opawrigs tor chAa0e0
BACKHOE
operator
with
first $560.00 before
Cwor-Tho-Road (Invert 2 yrs 0TH
--experience in piping and overthable
experience roc:purred Must
Medicare pays any110
truck ‘Iriving. 759-1515.
ha's 1 yr hated expenonce
* *
thing. For free inforexcellent sato dnverng record
...,_.•*CHOIR Director & OrganInstruction
mation call:
PERCENTAGE PAY
Everything you'll need to know about
': ist Contact First Christian
2110F REVENUE To START
planning a weddingcan befound in Abby's
Jerry McConnell
HEALTH INSURANCE AVAILABLE
Church P.O. Box 799 Maybooklet,'How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Insurance
field, Ky. 42066 or call
Apply by cantactmg,
Send your name and address, plus
check
247-2204.
753-4199
or money order for 62.89 43.39 in
Canada)
ROBERTS CARRIER CORP.
to: Dear Abby,Wedding Booklet.P.O.
Box
CALVERT CITY, KY
CRUISE
"Our
Chips: Now hiring
26th
Year"
447. Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage
is
all positions. Both skilled
502-395-4931
included.)
and unskilled. For informa800-992-3480

753-8691

FIND
IT
FAST

in the
classified

Kopperud Realty

tion Call (615) 779-5507
ext. H 1386.
EXECUTIVE SECRETCRUISE Ships: Now hiring ARY: Two years of college
all positions. Both skilled (60 credit hours) required
,ALLIANCE\
All real estate advertising in this newsTrecIwTmller
/
and unskilled. For informa- with a minimum of four
TrammliCenlore
tion Call (615) 779-5507 years experience as secpaper i$ subject to the Federal Fair Housing
retary to an upper-level adExt. H1386.
1-800.334.120E
Act of 1988, which makes it illegal to
ministrator in a business,
EARN Money typing at government, or industrial
advertise "any preference, limitation or
home. $30,000/ year in- office.' Successful candidiscrimination because of race, color, religcome potential. Details,(1) date will have strong secre0.
ion,sex,handicap,familial status or national
805-687-6000 Ext tarial skills including microB-10706.
origin, or make any such preference, limitacomputer and bookkeeption or discrimination."
EARN money at home stuf- ing. The major functions will
fing envelopes. Send a self be: handling Personnel AcWe will not knowingly accept any adverTrain to be a Professional
addressed stamped enve- tion forms; monitoring the
•SECRETARY
tising for real estate which is in violation of
budget;
processing
all
lope to: SEMA, Box 1179
.EXECUTIVE SEC
purchases and requests;
the law. All persons are hereby informed
Dallas, GA. 30132.
.WORD PROCESSOR
validating other requests
140•AE STUDY RES. TRAINING
that all dwellings advertised are available on
NEEDD: At once! Full- for vice president's signa•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
an equal opportunity basis.
time and part-time person ture; monitoring the hiring
•JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST
for furniture sanding
process, develop, train,
1-800-327-7728
492-8138.
and monitor the computeriTHE MART SCHOOL
ON of A C T Com
zation of the office; asisst in
5.0 Oxlip. Pomp•no Itch
budget preparation; draft
letters, reports, and presentations; supervise secretarial staff, and handle
personal correspondence,
appointments, and meetings for the vice president
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Train for Careers In
April
This position requires com39 Myself
'AIRLINES
1 Wine cup
puterized records manage40 V.
S
'CRUISE LINES
4 Note of scale
SPA
DOT
SO
E
D
ment
training. Salary $6.87
41 Title of
'TRAVEL AGENCIES
6 Bog down
URGENT
per hour. Apply at: Person;
EMATES
respect
11
of the
OMET
S U D (S
A TRAINING
net Services, Sparks Hall,
43 Bellow
MOTTLED
ME
AT
Bride"
'FINANCIALAVAIL.
45
Vast
age
Murray
State
University,
13 ClothesFA
WERE
SALE
*JOB PLACEMENT AUNT.
47 Invented,
Murray, Ky 42071; tel
maker
TERM
RATS
SEC'
contrived
phone
(502) 762-2147
15 Article
1-800-327-7728
50 Faroe Islands
ARMOR
METE
E0E/k4-F
16 "Once an —"
A C T TRAVEL SCHOOL
whirlwind
18 Tropical
Nat I mtkit"
SLOE
SOOT
"
52
"—
'INSTANT
the
But
CASH'
Earn
fruit
ML
EARS
WOODS
Brave"
$2004500
weekly mailing
19 Mr. Buttons
53 Dawn
EEL
MATS
SORE
180
novelty gift items For more
21 Indigent
goddess
information send stamped
TAAS
22 Printer's
SOLO
Want
TE
German
5,6
title
measure
envelope to DMM-IV, P.O.
To Buy
PREPARE
ED
elk
Put
58
off
23 Urgent;
Box 2297, Miami, FL
REPAIR
MUNAIDE
60 Charles'
ANTIQUES by the piece or
pressing
33261
Princess
collections 753 9433 after
RENDS
BEG
SN
26 Priest's
61 Clothing
LPN NEEDED: For busy 5p m
vestment
63 Elicited
Gastroentroenterologist's
29 Mature
65 In front of
hair
office in Murray Good BATTERIES, cans hub31 Fight
66 Stack ID
3 Near
between two
working atmosphere. Appli- caps, aluminum, copper,
American
67 Native metal
4 Jumps
33 Diphthong
cations accepted by re- brass, stainless, starters,
an
5 Dialect
sume only No telephone alt After 3p m 753-0467,
10 Salem s
DOWN
6 Breastbone
noteuunidnoi'
35
4 GR
nsg high
3
inquiries please Send re- Post Oak Road, 94 East
7 Tantalum
1 At a distance
12
man
That
sume
to Dr. Monte Finch, BUYING 12" G I. Joes.
symbol
38 Follows
2 Horse's neck
14 Concerning
300 S. 8th St, Suite 181W, equipment, Barbies, Jems
8 Assistant
17 Burden
Murray, Ky. 42071.
9 South
436-5608
20 Short swim
24
Want
3
2
1
5
4
6
8
7
9
10
25 Afternoon
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
social
li
13
14
27
Tibetan
12IU
priest
15
16
17
18
28 Lager
29 Debauchee
19
21
22
30 Toward and
20
within
32 Old musical
21
23
25
26 27 28
instrument
36 Young boy
31
29 30
32
33
37 Repealed
42 Cry of
34
35 36 37
38
39
Bacchanals
44 Poem
41
10
12
43 11
46 " — Forty
Dallas"
17 III
45
48
49
48 Deduce.
conclude
WI
53 54 ill 49 Sows
51 One of
50 d
illUS
hill
HOMES
sa
Se
SO
54 River in
Germany
e,4
63
82
61
55 Take one's
part
65
67
56 Laughter
57 Airline info
re-)1989 United Feature Synd cate 59 UrIch ID
62 Sun god
64I With prefix

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

NARY,BECAU5E IF THE
TEACNER SEES YOU,IT'LL BE
YOUR FAULT, AND YOU'LL 6ET
BLAMED AND YOU'LL BE IN TROUBLE

NANCY

C.

BUYII
batter

per a
Recyc
49SE

CIVIL
sword
753-31

IF MC
house
antiqu
tools,
house
or 492

JUNK
for Lis

FOR
couch
chairs
ditionei
tires (
4.30 p

ARRON
10x9 ft.
56" wii
$229 99
with do
height, 1
gable bu
wide x 6
Coast k
753-860

DO you
SPA? Wi
consignn
Tubs, 11
753-349:

INTERN
hoe 0
$11,500

KIRBY
with acc
new, $4
side refr
maker, 3
p.m. 753

RAMSE)
lbs
rei
switch, b
$375 75:

TANDEP
goosenec
9011-642

TAN NINC
take ov
753-0577

TRAILER
5x8, 5x11
Lawn & 1
Rd 759-C

RENT to
heavydut)
set, $15a

CARPE'
753-27.1
753-1272
DINING T,
light oi
753-2148
STUDIO c
settee 75

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

GARFIELD
SHOULD I BE

OR, MAYBE
A HAPPY
MEDIUM...

MEAN OR LAZY
TODAY ?...

I'LL JUST LIE HERE
AND BITE ANYONE
WHO TRIPS OVER ME

'—

0
S

-

Ra

ISN'T THiS
LEFT OVER
FROM
YESTERDAY?

WURLITI2
ble keyt
rhythms,
mer Ten
Both in
753-7687

WHAT THIS
BREAD WITH
GREEN ALL
OVER iT?

SO WHAT?

ANO MOW 1
MAYS YOU
SACK WiTm
55 ASAim

TMERE'S A
YIRGO ,
avaa
SAW ONS

^

1 PROPA1
regulatort
Snap-On
attachn
8a.m.-5p.r
ALADDIN
osene hoz
Call after !
FIREWO
4.37-4667
FIRE WO
$25.00 pe
KING Woc
winters
Range H
white $.5C
LARGE, la
bon of sea
stock for i
ery Acres
ings. SA
502-247-7i
LEE'S Po
making po
Murray' C
plies, parts
testing are
by C J 's P
North 4th C.

1

With th
acres. Ft,
minutes

M1
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Ii

BUYING aluminum
battery, scrap metal cans' PAIR: Medium green velour upholstered Irving room
per and junk cars
'
1 e 0-bedroom chairs, $90
Recycling 492 8183 '
days, each
Pair gold velour up408-8785 nights
holstered living room
CIVIL War Artifacts Guns chairs, $90 each Double
swords, etc Ask for Larry, Chaise lounge 6' thick
753-3633
foam rubber, green velour
IF MOVING, cleaning out upholstery $175 Canehouse or sheds, used or back accessional chair, all
antique furniture, glass, velour upholstery, $75 Call
tools, quilts One piece or 759-1073
house full (901)642 6290 SHARP Copiers Local auor 492-8594
thorized dealer, sales, reJUNK Cars & Trucks Ask ntal, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319
for Larry, 753-3633

4Dons.

Apply
daily
stnut
;OME•
weekly
items
send
e to
2297
Truck
ad ex
home
I pay
written
1391,

250

1;0

Business
Services

Artkles
For Sale

ieded
nd deewing
II train
oPPorvariety
r part(leave

FOR Sale Hide-a-bed
couch with two matching
chairs. 18,000 BTU air conditioner. Two 15-inch snow
tires. Call 753-0131 after
4:30 p.m_
ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft. building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$22999. 10x12 ft. building
with door 56 wide x 61
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60' height, $289.99.
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604

'weekly
ianing
)9 Relied
197

DO you want to sell you
SPA? We sell used spas on
consignment. Murray Hot
Tubs, 115 South 13th St.,
753-3492.

home
thence
its and
)rovicle
1-1963

INTERNATIONAL backhoe: Only 950 hours,
$11,500. (901) 642-6542.

anted
nd relierview

KIRBY Vacuum cleaner
with accessories, nearly
new, $400. GE side-by side refrigerator with icemaker, $75. Call after 6
p.m. 753-0677.

; in my
iy days,
365 or
_aune

RAMSEY Winch: 6,000
lbs., remote operating
switch, cover, used once,
$375 753-7687 after 3p.m.
TANDEM Commercial
gooseneck trailer. $5,500.
9011-642-6542.
TANNING Bed for sale or
take over payments
753-0577

MOBILE Exterior Cleaning Houses, Building, Sidewalks, Mobile Homes, Concrete Floors and Walls,
sMoke Damage. This and
much more Free estimates. Contace Wade
White at Super Clean,
502-388-9719
270
Mobile
Homes For Salt
14x76 SKYLINE 1980, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths with
garden tub, 2' pull-out in
Irving room, partially furnished, includes utility pole,
concrete steps, uncut
underpinning, $9,900.
489-2157.
1981 VEGAS 12x65, 2 bedrooms, perfect of college
759-4599
1987 CLAYTON: Like new
condition, 2 bedroom Coleman RE, 753-9898.
24x52 MOBILE home for
sale 3 bedroom 2 baths
Phone 753-9610 or
753-5499
5 TRAILEE1S & 5 Lots
Croppy Hollow Rd Reasonable 436-2734 or
436-2863
280
Moblis
Homes For Rent

20k 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gasTRAILERS For Sale: 4x8, electric, air condit
ioned
5x8, 5x10, 6x16. Keith's Shady Oaks. 753-52
09.
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
RENT or Rent To Own: 2
Rd 759-9831
bedroom mobile home in
Get Away Bay recreational
155
development near Aurora,
Ky. Recreational facilities
Appliances
available to rentors or ownRENT to own Whirlpool ers. For information call
heavyduty washer/ dryer 753-2613.
set, $15 a week 753-7670
290
Heating
160
And Cooling
Home
JIM'S Heating & Air CondiFurnishings
tioning. Installing and servCARPET: 70 Yards, icing all brands. 14 years
753-2730 evenings
experience, commercial,
753-1272 days
residential. 24 hour anDINING Table and 6 chairs, swering 753-9518, after
light oak $200 00. hours 502-658-3282. Jim
Randolph
753-2148
STUDIO couch, living room WOOD stove, $100 Call
436-2994 or 436-2821
settee 753-7615.

530

Lots
For Sale

Miscellaneous
BEDROOM brick in country, central gas N/A, no
pets Also 2 bedroom on
Landfill Road Coleman RE
753-9898
2 BEDROOM House: 15
miles out in country
$175/month P.O. Box 266,
Murray.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, garage, central hie, ap
plances References No
pets $600 a month
753-7457
3 BEDROOM House 209
South 13th Street, air conditioning, gas heat, stove,
refrigerator No pets, references $300/ month
753-4862
For Rent
Or Lease

21 ACRE hit 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshal County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey No buildings
Joe W Nanney, 753-9622.
BEAUTIFUL, wooded, mobile home or camper lot in a
lakefront subdivision Access to beach, campground with swimming pool
and 2 concrete boat ramps,
$3,000. 474-8826, nights
753-5541.
SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759-9268
SINGLE family dwelling, restricted, water, sewer, gas,
underground utilities West
of Murray,joining city limits
Call 753-5541 or 753-4060.

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

CARS
'89 Toyota Tercel

$186.00
For 60 Mos

18,787 Sale Price
'88 Toyota Camry LE

$296.00
For 54 mos

$12,987 Sale Price
'88 Buick Regal

$260.00
For 48 Mos
r 0 487 Sale Price

'87 Nissan Maxima

S322:00
For 48 Mos.
$1 2,887 Salt Price

450

FOR LEASE
Commercial
Building
Good location
near MSU.

753-4682
753-5870

Farms
For Sale
33A ACRES. Drilled well,
2 barns 1975 mobile
home, 14x70, 3 bedrooms,
1 baths, with 15x 20 addition and wood stove Pond
stocked Price $31,500
Phone 436-2743
MILEDGEVILLE, Tennessee: 90 acre commercial
hog feed out, push button
operation. $125,000
(901)642-6542

370
Livestock
& Supplies
EXCEPTIONAL: 1/2 Arab
philly, gentle, broke to ride,
Mayfield. 247-3484 or
247-3560.
PONY: Very gentle for kids
$140 firm. 436-2165.
380
Pets
Suppiles
2 HORSE trailer in good
condition. $600 489-2868.
AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies. Already had shots &
been wormed. 436-5616.

'87 Pt mouth Reliant
For 36 Mos
$4,887 Sale Pr ca

'87 Chevy CelebrEty

$186.00
For 48 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

'87 Pontiac Grand-Am LE

$219.00
For 42 Mot

3 BEDROOM,2 bath home
on approximately 1 acre tot,
located on 121 North, 7
miles from Murray. Call after 5p m. 489-2861.
3 BEDROOM Brick: On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area 753-8872.
BY Contractor New 3 bedroom, 2 bathhouse in Martin Heights Subdivision.
Buy now and pick you carpet color Call 753-3903
after 4 30p m

1980 PORSHE 924 turbo
Call after 5 p m 247-9304
1982 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 4-door, $2,500
753-2568 or 753 4311
1983 CAVAUER 4-door,
loaded Call 8a m -59 m
753-6577
1985 WHITE Cadillac Se
dan DeVille loaded Low
miles, excellent condition
Call 753-6831 After 6 p m
call 759-1004

We sell dependable,
affordable cars to
people who want to
re-establish their credit.

'67 Toyota Corolla Ft

Call Sammy
for Details

'87 Toyota Camry

$248.00
For 48 Mos

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515. S 12114

Murray, Ky

Phone
753-4961

$9,987 Sale Price
'86 Chevy 248

$260.00
For 42 Mos.

$9,487 Sale Price
'86 Cern LE

$233.00
For 42 Mos.

A 1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50' aerial bucket
truck Spraying and feed
irig 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Cal
753-0906 Free Estimates

APPLIANCE SERVICE
SHEETROCK finishing,
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30 years experi- new or repair 436-2811
ence Parts and service STEWART'S UpholsteryUsed Appliances Bobby Large selection of material
Hopper, 753-4872 or new springs, legs etc Rea436-5848 (home)
sonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236

1989 DODGE Shadow
2-door, 5-speed, 6.600 actual miles, new $7,500
759-9921.
84' Z-28 Low miles,
loaded, excellent condition_
759-1572.
FOR Sale: 1980 AMC Concord, DL., PS., PB., air,
automatic. Good condition
inside and out. Priced to
sell phone 474-2789.

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, dnveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired. 28 years experience . 753-5476

SiOnal

MOM

VAIL.

ASSIST

WE provide repair service
on most brands of TVs,
VCRs, stereos, etc
753-7670

TYPING and or editing
Lowest price in tie county
759-4085
WILL do plumbing ingtalla
Don & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308
5cri
Feed
11 Semi

Seeds For
Fall Sowing
Ky 31 Fescue, Johnstone Fescue, Orchard
Grass, Annual Rye
Grass, Clair Timothy
Keenland Red Clover,
Certified
Ladino
Clover,
Imperial
Whitetail Clover, Crimson Clover, White
Dutch Clover, Seed
Wheat, Winter Oats.
Creeping Red Fescue
Bluegrass

Lynn Grove
Feed 6
Seed Co.
Hwy. 94 West
435-4415
FEED & Seed Ky 31 Fesue
Seed 753-8156 or
753-6401
HAY For Sale Excellent
quality, baled, clover and
timothy, clover and fescue
753-8673
560

Free
Column
KITTENS 753-5812
KITTENS Call 437-4945
after 6p m

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration Call 753-7203
CUSTOM KfTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

ELECTRICIAN: Licensed
contractor, quality work Affordable price. No charge
service call. Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279.

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

$211.00

$274.00

$238.00

$215.00

$151.00

In

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning.
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3/d Street,
Almo, 753-0530

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement. Quality work for WET BASEMENT'? We
less Free estimates 8'x12' make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranfor $585 489-2663.
teed Call or write Morgan
CUSTOM DOOR SHOP in Construction Company,
Operation at TUCK'S, Hwy Route 2 Box 409-A Padu45, 1 mile south of Martin, cah, KY 42001 or call
587-3000. 25-4/EPS.
1-442-7026

$8,487 Sale Price
AKC PUPPIES: Westies,
Scotties, ShihTzu, Shelties. BY Owner. New 3 bedroom
16 Audi 5000
$150 ea 489-2246
brick, 2 bath, all new apFENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
AKC TOY Poodle puppies pliances including washer
For
42
Mos.
for
free estimate for your
$200 (901)642-9174.If no & dryer, central air & gas
Now
it's
$9,987 Sale Price
heat, double attached garneeds
answer leave message
age, on corner lot, city waDan Taylor FOR most any type drive'8G Olds Calais
AMERICAN Eskimo Pups ter and sewer. 753-3693.
‘ree I -800 325 3229
way white rock also, any
(Spitz), fluffy white fur balls,
BY
Owner
Tn
City
Chevrol
&
type gravel dirt and sand
et,
$130. 753-7225.
Oldsmo
bile,
For 42 Mos
Farmington area, older 3
call Roger Hudson,
17,687 Sale Price
Cadllx, Ix. of
AMERICAN Pit Bull Terrier large rooms & bath, 5 acres
753-4545 or 753-6763
Pups: Pure-bred, UM regis- more or less, approxi'85
Cadillac
Paris,
TN
Sedan
D.V.
tered, great disposition with mately 1815' long x 1223/4
New & Used
people. 527-9055 after 6 wide, 1000 sq ft of storage
GENERAL Repair: plumbGM Executives &
For 42 mos
p.m.
Or workshops, small toing, roofing, tree work.
Program Vehicles
436-5895 or 436-2642
bacco base, 1 acre woods,
$9,987 Sale Price
DALMATION: 2 year old,
$16,500., 1-345-2264.
901-6
42-3900
female, spade, good with
GUTTERING By Sears
'85 Olds Cara
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
children, $50. 753-9573.
Sears residential and comCHARMING Older Brick
mercial continuous gutters
Home on beautifully
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
For 36 mos.
wooded 1% acre lot, loinstalled for your specificaColdwater
Road, cated just west
49s
$7,487 Sale Price
tions Call Sears 753-2310
of Murray
753-6756. The ultimate for
on Hwy 94 This new listing
for free estimate
all your pet's grooming
Cutlas Calais
is offered in the mid $50s
Vans
needs
HAMILTON Cultured
Contact The Home Team
marble and tile 643 Old
1982 CHEVY Conversion
PEG'S Dog Grooming All for details, Kopperud ReFor 30 Mos.
Van Excellent condition,
Benton Rd 753-9400
breeds Maintenance prog- alty, 753-1222.
$5,987 Sale Price
must sell, best offer
ram available. 753-2915.
HAULING, yard work, tree
LARGE Brick Country
474-0115
300
removal, roofing, painting,
220
'81
Toyota
Cetica
GI
ROTTWEILLER Pups Home: 2 acres with addiBusiness
mowing Free estimates
1984 DODGE Caravan
AKC,show and pet quality tional 70 acres available or
Rentals
High miles $3,500
759-1683
Musical
436-2514
option, needs decorating,
For 24 Mos.
436-2165
FOR sale, rent or lease- 8
INSULATION Blown In By
carpet and paint. 4 miles
WURLITIZER Organ, dou
$3,487 Sale Price
bay
shop,
all
or
part
east
Sears TVA approved
400
ble keyboard, pedals
of
Almo.
(601)982-1001.
Save on those high heating
rhythms, with bench. Sel 759-1515
ON THE SPOT
and cooling bills Call Sears
mer Tenor Saxophone. PRIME Office space for
Produce
NEAT 3 bedroom, 2 bath
753-2310 for free estimate
FINANCING
Both in good condition
rent Downtown dose to APPLE
S- Golden Deli home, situated on 10+
753-7687 after 3p.m.
1979
CHEVR
OLET
square 753-8302 or cious,
SilverRome Beauty, Wine acres near Southwest
ado Air, 4 wheel drive,
753-5870
saps, Jonathon and othe Elementary School Inautomatic. lock out hubs, LANDSCAPING bushhog240
cludes
outbuil
321:1
dings
'88 Suzuki Santuri
and exvarieties. Plus sweet cider
80,000 actual miles, 350 ging, leveling driveways
Apartments
McKenzie's Orchard, cellent highway frontage
and buildings flower beds
Cl 753-0123 or 759-1525
Miscellaneous
Contact Kopperud Realty
Fot Rant
753-4725.
436-5430
For 54 mos
753-1222.
1986 SILVERADO Chev1 PROPANE torch kit with 1
$77,487 Sale Price
BEDROOM, furnished,
rolet Diesel, dually, LICENSED Electrician
regulators and tank. 1 dose to
/110
OLDER
Home. Excellent
university and hosDoug Jones Electric. Resi$7,000 (901) 642-6542
Snap-On panel cutter with pital,
Public_
condition. With aluminum
'88 Mazda SE5 P U
some utilities pad.
dential wiring and electric
attachments
Call 753-4012 or 753-8756.
Sale
siding, carport with deck,
motor repair. 759-4751.
8a m -5p.m 753-6577.
510
outbuilding. Large beautiful
For 54 mos
2 or 3 BEDROOM House or
LICENSED electrician
lot. 4 1/2 miles South on Old
ALADDIN 8500 BTU Ker- Apartm
$8,987 Sale Price
ent 753-4109
Campers
James Gallimore electrical
Murray Paris Rd. Shown by
osene heater. Asking $85.
service Commercial and
appointment. 753-2935 af1974 WINNEBAGO 24
Call after 5 p.m. 759-9778 2 BEDROOM Duplex In
'87 Toyota Van
residential Fast, courteous
ter 5 p.m.
Northwood, $295 per
440 Dodge motor
FIREWOOD for sale month
service 759-11135
437-4428
759-4406
Saturday
437-4667
For 48 Noe.
POSSESSION Of 3 bed2 BEDROOM Duplex Bath
1975 AIRSTREAM 31', MITCHELL PAVING 30
$11,987 Sale Price
room brick at 1500 Johnson
Sept. 23
FIREWOOD For Sale + , central
years experience Hauling/
rear
bath, good condition
heat and air,
is quickly available Call
excava
$2500 per rick 753-1053 no pets 759-9364,
ting seal coating
9
a.m.753-01
5 p.m.
14
no calls
'86 Mazda SE5
(after 5) dosed CO Bonand striping For estimate
KING Wood Stove used 2 after 9p m
durant Realty 753-3460
1988 PROWLER Lynx 26' call Rocky. Guy, or R B
You Shouldn't Miss
winters $200 00 Tappan DUPLE
For 42 Mos
travel trailer, sleeps 6, like 753-1537
X 1909-B WestThis One'
Range Hood and oven wood. 2 bedroo
170
new,
$5,987 Sale Price
ms, central
$8,600
white $5iCk 753-6900
MOBILE HOME Specialist
H/A, stove, refrigerator, de759-9359
First house on In436-5255
Motorcy
cles
'86 Chevy El Camino
dependence Rd.
LARGE, large, large selec- posit, lease, no pets, $295.
20' 1973 ARIS Sleeps six.
tion of storage buildings in 1-527-7382 after 5p m
1988 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
A/C. excellent condition, PAINTING Quality workstock for immediate deliv- NICELY furnish
manship, references, free
350
For
perfec
42
t
condit
Mos
$2,800
ion
489-2633
ed 1 bedestimates Call Craig at
ery Acree Portable Build- room apartmen
$2.500 1984 Yamaha 3
30
$8,987 Sale Price
ts
77 COACHMEN Deluxe
ings, Mayfield, Ky. 753-0606 nights, 753-61
436-5245
wheeler 225 perfect condiReal
11
25 ft awning roof, air
502-247-7831.
tion $700 Call anytime
days
Estate
'86 Toyota Truck
$3,500 Phone 753-5815
759 9672 or 759-1346
PLUMBING repairman with
LEE'S Pools 8 Spas is
1.10
400 ACRE Farm. Pemmaking pool care easier for
same day service Call
For 42 Mos
broke soil. Christian 4 WHEELER Big Bear 4
House.
520
Murray! Chemicals, sup436-5255
County West Kentucky Wheel Dm° Call after 8
$5,987 Sale Price
For Rent
Boats
plies, parts, paint and water
Land and Auction, 515 pm.489-2698
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
& Motors
testing are available Come NICE 2 bedroom, close
evy Silvered°
to Weber Street, Hopkinsville, ATV parts, accessories,
Care Mowing- Hauling16'
by C J 's Pool & Patio. 106 campus central gas WA
FIBER
GLASS
Sailboa
Kentucky
t
42240, tires & service
Trimming & LEAF RAKfor all
Trailer, main and job sails,
North 4th Street, 759-1911 Coleman RE 753-9898
1 - 50 2 - 8 8 5 - 3 1 1 7 ,
ING 759-4440 evenings
For 36 mos
brands! Keith's Lawn &
life jackets, etc 436-2879
1-502-886-4216 nights
Ask for Wayne
2,487 Sale Price
Tractor, Industrial Rd.. Mur1976 HARRIS Flote boat, RILE
KOPPERUD REALTY of- ray 759-9831
YS Home Improve28', 120 HP,fully equipped, ments
83 Silverado
fers a complete range of WANTE
Free Estimates, disD- Yamaha 225,
life
jackets
,
skis & alumi- counts to senior
Real Estate sermon with a shaft drive,
citizens.
3 wheeler, for
num canopy 759-9593 af- Work
wide selection of quality parts 759-45
For 36 Mos
guaranteed Bully Ri99
ter 5 pm
homes, all prices
ley 753-9478
16187 Sale Price
753-1222, toll free
1988 BASS Tracker ROCKY
490
COLSON Home
41 Plow% Owed it 14.5%
1-800-251-HOME Ext
TXS-17 45HP, AM/FM Repair
Wed
Roofing, siding,
&I It Win Dom
711L.
cassette. Tech volts water painting,
Cars
plumbing, conLive In The Country!!
pump gauge, in-dash crete
Hours • IF 1-7
NEW Condominiums For
Free estimates Cal
With this three bedroom home sitting on 2.28
1972 VW SUPER Beetle
flasher, LCR 4000. 565 474
Saki 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
2307
Baja kit, sunroof, AM/FM
acres. Room for a garden, fenced for a horse, only
trolkng motor 753-9536
1.380 sq ft pus garage. all
cassette 2 year old short
minutes from town.
SANDB
LASTING AM types
applicances included plus
block engine 753-3509 alFALL Special 21 foot km
paint and rust removal. No
Reel fpfBetter
many other ewes For
ter 5p m
era
Cruiser
Pontoo
n Boat lob too large or too mat
more information phone
New Carpet, looks good, Same day service
Olympic Plaza, N. 641, Murray, (502) 753-4000
on Met
Kopperud
Realty 1978 CAMARO $900
runs will $3 000
items Cal 753-2011 fit•
492 8354 898 3060
753-1222
753-6487.
Free Estimate. f

$274.00

SEWING Machine Repair
Ail makes and models.
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS STRESS FREE EXERFactory trained by 3 mapor CISE For the physically fit
manufacturers Most parts or physically limited
in stock, on my truck All (stroke arthri0s, back pain)
work and parts warranteed
at The Body Designer, 115
1988 SUBARU Justy DL Ask for Andy at The Ap
South 13th St 753-3492
Air, 5-speed 1 owner, ex- phance Works, 753-2455
SUREWAY Tree Servicecellent condition 753-2568
ATKINS Carrico Painting Topping, pruning, tree re
or 753-4311
Commercial, residential mows!. Aerial bucket truck
Free estimates Phone Fully insured for your pro
Have You Been
437-4221 or 3548985
tection Stump removal
Turned Down
BUSHHOGGING, with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
Elsewhere?
489-2355
753-5484.
CARTER Roofing ComCredit Problems V OK
TELEP
HONE wiring- tacks
pany Flat Roofing SpecialNo Credit V OK
ist Residential, commer- installed- phones moved residence and businesscial,
DNorce V OK
industrial
experi
enced Call Bobby
1-800447-2706
Bankruptcy
OK
Wade 753-2220

Low Weekly Payments

For 48 mos.
$8,887 Sale Price

Sankt,
()tiered

1986 Z-24 34,000 miles,
28 multi-port, digital dash,
extra nice, $5,400
437 4723

$7,987 Sale Price

$22I.00
Homes
For Sale

$30

Unice'
Meted

TRUCKS

NEW HOME
In Martin Heights SID with ideal room arrangement for the growing family. 3,000 ft., 3 bedrooms, 31/2 baths. Just reduced?

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

44*.A4itie
Septic Tank

Trenching

(installation & repair)

Sewer Lines
Ditching

Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backh

$171.00

oo Service
753-6156

$205.00

ece or
3 after

Yard Sale

hubDPPer.
arters,
0467,
East

$298.00

H ON MARKET
BR.,2Bath home on Elm Si. Approxtrnatel
. ft Living Area. A Great buy in the S80 s
-

$164.00

Joes,
Jems

$247.00

SON

$164.00

'8iii63.00
$216.00

MT"

W

I

sPIIH9.111M.

711 Main St.

753-1222

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We Will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you and
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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Bailout could have been worse

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Opal
Pauline
Jackson

Damon
D. Moore

The funeral for Mrs. Opal Pauline Jackson was Sunday at 4 p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. James
Lowrie officiated.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Walker Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson, 75, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., died Friday at 1:15 p.m. at
Henry County Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn. She was a member of
Hico Church of Christ.
Born May 20, 1914, at Hazel,
she was the daughter of the late
Robert Thomas Coleman and Jennie Walker Coleman.
She also was preceded in death
by one son, Ralph Jackson, and
two brothers, Carsley Coleman and
Lexie Coleman.
Survivors are her husband, Dorris Jackson, to whom she was married on May 2, 1931; one daughter,
Mrs. Yerry (Sue) Fuqua, Paris; three
sons, Glenn Jackson and Don R.
Jackson, Paris, and Bennie Jackson, Almo; three sisters, Mrs. Lillian McAlpin, Paducah, Mrs. Kate
Howard, Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Mary Flanagan, Paris; one
brother, Lewis W. Coleman, San
Antonio, Texas; 11 grandchildren;
12 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Anna
Malmkar
Mrs. Anna Malmkar, 102, of
Grant, Neb., died at a hospital there
on Sunday at 6 p.m.
Born July 13, 1887, in Aaborg,
Denmark, she was the former Anna
Axelsen. She was married in 1911
after coming to the United States to
Antone Malmkar who died in 1955.
Survivors include two daughters
and two sons. Local survivors
- include a daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Donna Malmkar, one granddaughter, Debra Malmkar, and two greatgrandchildren, Anton Malmkar and
Miranda Malmkar, all of New Concord, and Dawn Cronin of Belvidere, Ill.
Funeral and burial services will
be Thursday in Grant, Neb.

George A.
Heavrin
George A. Heavrin, 82, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn., died Monday
morning at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He and his wife, Rubye, moved
to Henry County in 1967 after he
retired from Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. He was a
communicant of Holy Cross
Catholic Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rubye Hollingsworth Heavrin;
three sons, Ralph, Mike and Greg
Heavrin, all of Akron; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Neda Sinclair,
Springville, Mrs. Lee King, Mayfield, and Mrs. Jane Bolding, Paris;
one sister, Mrs. Mary Lindo, Morganfield; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in Hillcrest
Cemetery.
•

Mrs. Tempie
Booker

The funeral for Damon D. Moore
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. David Brasher is officiating. Music is by Juanita Lee and
Bobbie Burkeen.
Pallbearers are Chrles Chaney,
Charles Pickering, Elbert Outland,
Rupert Emerson, Walton Fulkerson
and Hafton Garner. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Moore, 67, of 2214 Quail
Creek Dr., Murray, died Sunday at
4:49 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Evelyn Byars Moore; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Jim (Sharon) Whitaker, Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs. Camilla
Brandon and Mrs. Wayne (Kathy)
Burnett, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Eugene (Mary Bell) Jones, Murray,
and Mrs. Herman
Cooper, Clearwater, Fir"one brother,
Eugene P. Moore and wife, Gennette, Gilbertsville; four grandchildren; one great-grandchildren; nine
nieces and nephews.

aretha)

Mrs. Olene
Barrow
Services for Mrs. Olene Barrow
will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate and Mrs. Olivene Erwin
will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Brent Manning, Howard McNeely, Ortis
Guthrie, Dewey Hall, James Kuykendall and Urban Belcher. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Barrow, 79, of 705 Goodman, Murray, died Monday at 1
a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one daughter,
Miss Mary Eunice Barrow, Murray;
one son, James Bernice Barrow and
wife, Elvira, Washington, Ill.; two
grandchildren, Miss Julie Barrow
and Mrs. Kim (Rita) Byard; one
great-grandchild, Jared Michael
Byard; a brother-in-law, Lester
Garland, and a local niece, Mrs.
Martha Lassiter, Murray.

011ie Brown
Funeral rites for 011ie Brown
will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. R.B. Barton will officiate.
Hoyt Cleaver Jr. will direct the singers from Almo Church of Christ
where he was a member.
Pallbearers will be Robert Hopkins, Tommy West, Richard West,
Don Overbey, Bill Overbey and
Kenny Overbey. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Brown, 86, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Monday at 9 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home. He had
retired as manager of Southern Bell
Telephone Co.
Born Oct. 31, 1902, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
Nat Brown and Emily Sutherland
Brown.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Okra Cole Brown, to whom he
was married Oct. 28, 1922; one
daughter, Mrs. Paschall (Ann)
West, Rt. 7, Murray; one son,
Dewett Brown and wife, Elizabeth,
Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Lola
Moore, Heath, and Miss Linnie
Brown, Mrs. Madeline Phillips and
Mrs. Kathleen Christenberry, all of
Detroit, Mich.; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Rex Brown, Lynn Grove, and
Mrs. Fred Brown, Louisville; one
brother-in-law, Hoyt Swift, Paducah; three grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

Robert
Leowd
Craviford
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risk. By Jan. 1, 1995, the thrifts
must have 3 percent of their assets
in cash or tangible assets easily
converted to cash.
But Dennis McCuistion, a financial consultant from Irving, Texas,
said the bill alone won't prevent
another S&L crisis.
McCuistion said the government
must "cap or push back" the federal deposit insurance so that depositors will have an incentive to deal
only with well-run institutions.
"Let the depositors get their
own insurance," McCuistion said.
"They shop around for everything.
Why shouldn't they shop around
for a bank?"

Zsa Zsa watches jury selection for her trial

Noble
Brandon

$215,000 Rolls-Royce Corniche
convertible for having an expired
registration, and drove off as the
officer was checking for other
infractions. Police said she then
slapped the officer when he
stopped her again two blocks later.
Miss Gabor has maintained she
was verbally and physically abused
by an officer who has a history of
harassing celebrities.
She pleaded innocent July 12 to
charges of misdemeanor battery on
a police officer, disobeying a
police officer's orders, driving with
an expired license, having an open
container of alcohol in her car and
having an expired car registration.
If convicted, she faces a maximum jail term of two years and a
$4,000 fine.

CO to
deater7iffa vori,

BUILDING SITES

Mrs. Nora
Goodgion
Graveside rites for Mrs. Nora
Goodgion were today at 11 a.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. Charley
Bazzell and Wayne Williams
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bill Boyd, Harold Grogan, Clifton Cochran, Leroy Eldridge, Robert Hendon and
Nick Horton. Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Goodgion, 86, of 1624 Farmer Ave., Murray, died Sunday at
1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
One daughter, Miss Ernestine
Goodgion, Murray, survives.

All-points
bulletin issued
in abduction of
Indiana boy
MADISON, Ind. (AP) - The
Madison police department issued
an all-points bulletin Monday for a
Kentucky man who is alleged to
have abducted a Madison boy Sunday afternoon.
Madison Police Chief Bill Tingle
said Eddie Ray Milton, 35, of
Bourbon County was wanted in
connection with the abduction of
11-year-old Jeremy Angus, of
Madison.
Milton, who Tingle described as
possibly armed and dangerous, is
alleged to have taken Angus and
two other children to a Madison
roller skating rink. Tingle said Milton took two of the children home,
but failed to return Angus to his
family. The boy had been missing
since about 5 p.m. CDT Sunday.

Stock Market

Hog Market

"That's an awful lot of money
to spend for anything, but it was
worth the cost," Bunning said. "I
think it was about as good a bill as
we could have gotten under the
circumstances."
The savings and loan bailout
could cost as much as $300 billion
over the 30-year life of the rescue
plan.
The bill includes several provisions to make it more difficult for
fraud and mismanagement to occur,
including stiffer penalties for S&L
officials who abuse their powers.
The bill also calls for a gradual
increase in the amount of their own
money the S&Ls have to put at

Funeral rites for Robert Leonard
Crawford will be today at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Julian Warren
will officiate and Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
Pallbearers will be Wayne
(Butch) Thompson, Mitchell Burkeen, Robert Hopkins, James Triplett, Jerry Eldridge and Raymond
Bynum. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Crawford, 80, of 1105
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (*P) ters and camera and sound crews
Larkspur, Murray, died Saturday at
Actress Zsa Zsa Gabor spent the when she stepped from a chauf4:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is survived by day in court Monday, watching feured car near the courthouse.
Miss Gabor was arrested June 14
one sister, Mrs. Mable Lynn, Seat- jury selection for her trial on a
charge of slapping a policeman, in Beverly Hills after she
tle, Wash., and several nieces and
was
with more than 100 reporters hang- stopped at the wheel of
nephews.
her
ing on her every word outside
court.
"Hello, dahlinks," she said as
she breezed into court accompanied
by her hairdresser, daughter and
eighth
husband, Prince Frederick
Final rites for Noble Brandon
were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel von Anhalt, Germany's Duke of
of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Saxony.
Miss Gabor wore a black Donna
Gilbert Gough officiated. The song
service was by singers from Green Karan dress, a string of pearls, and
a flashcube-sized diamond wedding
Plain Church of Christ.
ring,
which she toyed with in court.
Pallbearers were Dale Brandon,
Defense attorney William GrayDavid Brandon, Richard Price, Jeff
Chadwick, Jerry Jones and Calvin sen estimated a five- to seven-day
trial.
Key.
Municipal Judge Charles G.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Rubin immediately imposed a gag
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Brandon, 84, Rt. 1, Hazel, order on the case, silencing the outdied Sunday at 4:15 p.m. at spoken Miss Gabor.
Miss Gabor's entourage was surMurray-Calloway County Hospital.
rounde
d by more than 100 reporHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Laveda (Topsy) Brandon; two sons,
Paul Brandon and wife, Sue, Rt. 8,
Murray, and Darrell Edwin Brandon and wife, Hazel, RL 1, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Junella Lassiter,
RI. 1, Hazel, and Mrs. Kathryn
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Deaton and Mrs. Angelyn Parks,
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
Murray; one brother, Perry Brandon, Murray; seven grandchildren;
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Tempie Booker, 40, Hardin,
died Sunday at 12:45 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She
was a member of Ledbetter Baptist
Church.
She is survived by her husband,
Jerry Booker; one daughter, Mrs.
Bridgette Thompson, Benton; one
son, David Booker, Hardin; three
grandchildren.
Also surviving are her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Hiett, Benton;
three sisters, Mrs. Jondalyn Gipson, Benton, Mrs. Ann Matthews,
Plainville, Ill., and Mrs. Debbie
Davis, Benton; two brothers, Joe
Hiett, Henrietta, Okla., and Roe
Hiett, Benton.
Services are today at 1 p.m. at
Prices as or 10 a.m.
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Industrial Average
+8.55
I.B.M.116% +%
Church. The Rev. Paul Bogard and
Previous Close
2704.41
Ingersoll Rand
4.1/3
the Rev. James Lawson arc
Air Products
46% unc
Jerrlco
24B 24% A
officiating.
A.T.C.-Class A
49%B 49% A
Kmart
41% +%
Burial will follow in Unity
AT&T
40% +%
Kroger
19% unc
Cemetery with arrangements by
Bell South
51% +%
McDonalds
29% +1
/
4
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Briggs & Stratton
28% +%
Chrysler
26% +%
CSX Corp
36/
1
2 unc
Dean Foods ..........-.-...34% +1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 12% B 12'/.A
Exxon
45 +%
Ford
53% -%
General Motors
49% -%
Goodrkh
59% +%
Goodyear.....
unc

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-4th, told Kentucky's bankers that the federal
bailout of the savings and loan
industry "could haye been a heck
of a lot worse."
Bunning, a member of the
House Banking Committee, called
the bailout another "sin tax" for
Kentuckians. The sins, in this case,
were committed mostly by S&L
officials in Texas, California, Illinois and Louisiana.
Bunning spoke Monday at a session of the Kentucky Bankers
Association's 95th annual convention at the Galt House East in
downtown Louisville.

Bunning

JCPenney
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
UST
Wal-Mart
Woolworth
C.E.F. Yleld

66%
.61%
45
51%
133%
27
40%
70%

+1/3
+'/i
-%
+%
-%
-%
-%
-VI
8.15
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FOR HEART-HEALTHY/
EATING, YOU CAN
ENJOY QUITE A I
Surprise! Look how many of
your favorites are both good
tasting and good for you: lean
red meat, fish, poultry, fruits,
vegetables, cereals, breads, eggs,
pasta, and even desserts. And
don't forget skim milk and low-fat
dairy products.
The good news is: you can keep
your cholesterol down and still jazz
your menus up. All it takes is knowing how best to select, trim, prepare,
season and portion what you eat.
For surprising and creative ideas on
how to do it, visit your favorite supermarket participating in American Heart's
Food Festival September 10-16. Learn what matters to your
heart-and enjoy staying healthy without giving up the
foods you love.
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ITS ALL A MATTER OF WHERE YOU DRAW THE LINE.
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